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SECTION I. 
REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE ON RESEARCH AND STATISTICS 

by the Chairman, Mr. R. J. H. Beverton 

INTRODUCTION 

The 14th Annual Meeting of the Commission was held at Hamburg. The 
Standing Committee on Research and Statistics met during the week 25th-29th 
May, preceded by meetings of the Assessment Subcommittee and the Ad Hoc 
Group on Herring and Other Pelagic Fish. 

Again, thanks to the excellent service provided by the Secretariat. it wa 
possible to complete all the scientific work of the Committee by the end of the 
fir It week. This enabled me to present a provisional summary report (Proc. 1) 
to the first plenary session of the Comminion, supplemented later during Com· 
mission week by two ahort Addenda dealing mainly with administrative matters. 
This summary report, into which the Addenda have been incorporated, appears 
here as Section II. Section II! comprises the full reports of the Scientific Sub
committees (App. 1- VIII). All recommendations, SCientific and administrative, 
are contained either in Section II or III, and are numbered serially. Recommer. 
dations (1) to (9) appear only in Section II; a few of the most important recom
mendations from the scientific reports are also repeated in Section II under. thei 
proper serial numbers. As in the 1963 Redbook, recommendations involving e~ 
penditure or Commission policy are identified by a double asterisk (**). 

As at the 1963 Meeting, time was set aside on the Friday morning of R& 
week for a short inforr.nal scientific session. On this occasion we were privile~ 
to hear two of our distinguished German colleagues; Dr. G. Hempel on intrinsic 
differences in the survival of herring larvae and Dr. H. Mohr on fish behaviour 
in relation to fishing gear. It was widely agreed that this session formed a weI 
come break towards the end of a strenuous week of Committee meetings and I 
would like to add my personal thanks to the appreciation which the meeting 
expressed to Dr. Hempel and Dr. Mohr. 

The summary report of Section II is somewhat fuller than last year's, al 
I do not propose in this Introduction to do more than mention a few of what seen: 
to me to be the more significant results which emerged from this year's meetin 
On the scientific side, the conclusions reached by the Assessment Subcommitte, 
(Section III. App. VII) are of vital significance to the Commission and to its men 
ber countries. Since the completion in 1961 of its work on Mesh Assessment, 
the Subcommittee has been turning its attention to assessing the effect of the in
creasing fishing activity on the stocks of the ICNAF area. Now, for the first 
time, it haa come forward with a clear warning that the fishing intensity on mar. 
of the major stocks is approaching, and on some r.nay have already exceeded, 
that giving the maximum sustainable yield. The report of the Assessment Sub
committee also demonstrates that the further increases in mesh size which are 
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less; on the contrary, the need to retain existing mesh sizes. or even to in
ase them still further in some fisheries. is even more urgent than before. in 
er to maintain total yields as far as possible. What mesh regulation cannot 
by itself. is to reverse or even halt the decline in catch per unit effort which 
become apparent in many ICNAF fisheries as fishing effort has increased in 

ent years. and is causing concern to many member countries. 

Some readers of the report of the Assessment Subcommittee might pos
,y hope to find temporary comfort in the fact that certain of the detailed assess
Its, based unavoidably as they are at this stage on short and imperfect series 
,ata. lack the preCision which would be desired. I am sure that members of 
Subcommittee would be the fir st to acknowledge the detailed limitations of 
Ie of their present findings. but it would be dangerously short- sighted to con
ie from this that nothing need be done until the scientific evidence has been 
:her refined. The broad effects of the build-up of fishing pressure in the 
AF area as set out in App. VII. backed both by theoretical analysis and by 
jct statistics of catch and fishing activity. are already undeniable. If any jus
:ation of the Subcommittee's action Was needed, the outcome of the recent 
~ting of the International Whaling Commission has shown that the Subcommit
was entirely right in putting forward its conclusions boldly and unambiguously 
bois juncture. unpalatable though they may be. Indeed. its warning is none too 
Ly if ICNAF is to avoid the catastrophe which has overtaken Antarctic whaling 
its conservation, because it is bound to take time for a multi-national orga

ltion'l;(\ respond effectively to the need to reduce. in one way or another. the 
act of fishing on the stocks in the area for which it is responsible. 

ICNAF is fortunate in having among the scientists of its member countries 
Le of the world's leading experts in fishery dynamics. who will continue to do 
In their power to advise the Commission, impartially and objectively, on the 
cts of fishing and proposed regulative measures on the stocks and catches. 
y can suggest various things that could be done, as indeed they have now been 
ad to do; and they can predict what the effects of these and other proposed 
rses of action are likely to be. But they cannot, and should not, be expected 
ecommend to the Commission what ought to be done. This is a matter of 
cy which only the Commission can decide; and to involve the scientists in such 
Isions is the surest way of destroying that essential objectivity of their work 
advice, which is crucial to the proper functioning of the Commission. 
AF, during the first decade and a half of its existence, has had a fine record 
rogress and achievement. Now that many of the fisheries have reached the 
It where expansion has to give way, to rational and controlled exploitation, it 
1y fervent hope that the Commission will continue to set an example to the 
; of the world. 

The urgency of this matter should not be allowed to overshadcw what have 
,ed to be real achievements in other aspects of ICNAF science during the past 
" The Environmental Survey NORWESTLANT has been successfully com
ed, and the Environmental S m osium was held last January in Rome. thanks 
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diver se disciplines, and already their influence beyond the immediate confines 0 

ICNAF is becoming apparent. The untiring efforts of Dr. C. E. Lucas, Mr. A. J. 
Lee, and many others, which went to make these two projects successful, will 
not be forgotten. The important task of preparing for publication a co-ordinated 
report of the NOR WEST LANT survey still remains, and it is gratifying to see th 
way in which people have offered their help to Mr. Lee, who is continuing to be 
responsible for this project in its final stage. 

Possibly less spectacular but none the less significant progress has been 
achieved by other Subcommittees, the main features 6f whiCh are outlined in my 
summary report in Section n. Of particular interest at the present time is the 
report of the group concerned with Herring and other Pelagic Fish, which appea: 
as Appendi:x: I of Section Ill. This is a valuable compilation of the available in
formation on the newest of the major ICNAF fisheries, and shows that even here 
despite its recent origin, there is reason to believe that the infiuence of fishing 
may already be profound. 

The effective co-ordination and synthesis of national research, essential 
if a Commission such as ICNAF is to be properly advised, cannot however be 
continued indefinitely simply through the efforts of a few key people or during fu: 
meetings of scientists for a few days once a year. It needs, and ICNAF is for
tunate in having, a keen and able E:x:ecutive Secretary and staff. There must ala 
be opportunity for the scientists to meet, work and think together on the more 
fundamental scientific aspects of their problems, as well as sufficient time for 
them to prepare their reports to the Commission. It is the considered view of 
ICNAF scientists that the present schedule of meetings does not always provide 
such opportunities, and the fact that during the last two or three years the pro
ceedings of R&S have been speeded up so as to enable it to report at the beginnin 
of Commission week has accentuated, rather than the reverse, the need for mor 
flexible arrangements. The case for this is set out in paragraph 9 of Section II, 
where it is proposed that mid-term meetings of particular groups of experts, 
divorced from the inevitable rush and pressure of R&S week, will be needed in 
the future from time to time. It is encouraging that the Commission approved 
the arguments put forward here, but the co-operation of member countries when 
they are requested to send their experts to such mid-term meetings is no less 
important. 

There is one other obligation falling upon a Commission such as ICNAF 
which has scientific as well as administrative responsibilities, namely to ensur. 
that the results of scientific work promoted by it, or relevant to its functioning. 
are properly published. ICNAF has a valuable regular series of publications: it 
Annual Proceedings and Research Reports, statistics, and routine biological da" 
to which was added, last year, the Research Bulletin. The case for publishing 
these is now accepted; but no less important is the need to publish the results of 
any special scientific meetings and research promoted by the Commission, cur· 
rent examples of which are the Environmental Symposium and the NORWESTLA: 
survey. The presentation of scientific papers and results of research in the for 
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no substitute for the proper publication. after critical refereeing and editing, 
such contributions as are worthy of permanent record. Fortunately. this year, 
hough only after considerable difficulty. the Commission was able to ensure 
, publication of these two Environmental projects by drawing on its Reserve 
nd. but I hope the situation will not again be allowed to arise when scientific 
ljecte sponsored by the Commission are prejudiced by lack of funds for their 
llication - at a cost which is only a tiny fraction of that spent by member coun
es in carrying them out. 

As those who were present at the meeting will know, I have relinquished 
• Chairmanship of R&S after a period of three yean. I have during this time. 
t during the two previous years when I served as Chairman of the Mesh 
lessment group. enjoyed all the help and co-operation, from the members of 
S and from the Executive Secretary. Mr. L. R. Da.y. and his predece8lor. Dr. 
Poulsen, I could have wished for I and more besidu. To all these people I 
tress my sincere thanks. In Dr. W. Templeman, who succeeds me as Chair
.n of R&S. the Commission is fortunate in having the services of one whole 
tus and experience in ICNAF science is lecond to none. His officers, the 
mbere of the Steering Committee and the Chairmen of the Scientific Subcom
ttees. form an able and enthusiastic team drawn from nearly every member 
mtry. It is indeed reassuring to know that the seierltific work of the Commis
n is in such capable hands, and I wish Dr. Templeman and his colleagues 
,ry success in the future. 
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SECTION II 
SUMMARY REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF R & S 

by the Chairman 

1. 	 R&S AGENDA. 

(l) 	 Introduction 

(a) 	 Adoption of Agenda 
(b) 	 Planning of work of R&S. its Subcommittees. and Scientific Advisers 

to Panels 

(Z) 	 Report from ICNAF observer to ICES 

(3) 	 AlI8enments (Chairman: L. M. Dickie) 

(a) 	 Studies on variability of sampling data (Rec. 15) 
(b) 	 Interpretation oi effort statistics (Rec. 16) 
(c) 	 Detailed effort statistics (Rec. 17) 
(d) 	 Graphical presentation of fishery trends (Rec. 18) 
(e) 	 New evidence on mesh assessments 
(f) 	 Catch and effort assessments 
(g) 	 Other matters. including item 11 
NOTE: 	Items (a). (b) and (c) may require co-ordination with the Samplin! 

and Statistic s Subcommittees 

(4) 	 Ageing Techniques (Chairman: B. Rasmussen) 

(a) 	 Review of Standard Terminology for redfish and halibut (Rec. 19) 
(b) 	 Exchange of otolith photographs (Rec. 2.0) 
(c) 	 Validation of Age-reading techniques (Rec. 2.1) 
(d) 	 Redfish otolith exchange 
(e) 	 Other matters 

(5) 	 Gear and Selectivity (Chairman: W. F. Templeman) 

(a) 	 Selectivity of synthetiC codend materials in relation to one another 
and to manila (Rec. 2.2.) 

(b) 	 Tabular summaries of selectivity data (Rec. 2.3) 
(c) 	 Compilation of length, weight and girth data (Rec. 2.4) 
(d) 	 Redfish meshing (Rec. 2.5) 
(e) 	 Developments in gear and fishing methods (Rec. 2.6) 
(f) 	 Variability of selection factors (Rec. 2.7) 
(g) 	 Selectivity and catch size (Rec. 2.8) 
(h) 	 Mesh gauges; experience of ICES gauge and gauge comparisons 

Redbook 1963 Part I .50) 
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(5) 	 Gear and Selectivity (cont'd) 

(iii) 	 Precision gauge for Commission standards and legal gauge for 
ICNAF countries 

(i) Net materials (especially codend) in use by countries in ICNAF fleets 
'(j) Topside chafing gear 
(k) 	 Mesh sizes for use in fisheries for other than regulated species 

(6) 	 Tagging (Chairman: S, A. Horsted) 

(a) 	 Review of reporting and propaganda systems by countries (Rec. 30) 
(b) 	 Progress report on card-release system (Rec. 29) 
(c) 	 Tagging programmes in the ICNAF area for the coming year (Rec. 31) 
(d) 	 Other matters 

(7) 	 Environmental Studies (Chairman: C. E. Lucas) 

(a) 	 Report on Environmental Symposium (Recs. 32-35) 
(b) 	 Report on Environmental Survey NORWESTLANT (Rec.36) 
(c) 	 Ponible research studies, national or international, arising from (a) 

and (b) 
(d) 	 Sea-bed drifters (Rec. 37) 
(e) 	 Other matters 

(8) 	 Statistics (Chairman: R. C. Hennemuth) 

(a) 	 Review of format of Statistical Bulletin (Rec. 39) 
(b) 	 Time limits of statistical reporting (Rec. 41) 
(c) 	 Redfish statistics by depth zones (Rec. 42) 
(d) 	 Subarea Effort Statistics (Rec.45) 
(e) 	 Sampling for discards - advice from Sampling Subcommittee (Rec. 46) 
(f) 	 Common and scientific names of fishes (Rec. 55) 
(g) 	 Common reporting; review of progress (Recs. 57 and 58) 
(h) 	 Co-ordination of statistics among ICNAF, ICES and FAO (Rec. 59) 
(i) 	 Geographic grid systems to cover subdivisions of existing divisions 
(j) 	 Other matters, including report from ICNAF Statistician 

(9) 	 Sampling (Chairman: B. B. Parrish) 

(a) 	 Sampling Yearbook; condensation and adequacy of data (Recs. 60 and 
61) 

(b) 	 Review of sampling methods (Rec. 62) 
(c) 	 Variability of replicate haul data (Rec. 63) 
(d) 	 Uniformity and/or conversion factors for length measurement (Rec. 64) 
(e) 	 Sampling methods for discards (Rec. 46) 
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(10) Pelagic Fish (Chairman: B. E. Skud) 

(a) 	 Herring; review of fishery and research in ICNAF area 
(i) 	 Status of fishery (reports by Canada. USSR and USA) 

(Catch and effort data. age composition and length-weight data. 
maturity stages and other) 

(ii) 	 Research in Subareas 4 and 5 (reports by Canada. USSR and USA 
Recent results and planned studies 
(Stock distribution and racial studies. plankton and hydrographic 
conditions. migrations and behaviour and other) 

(iii) 	 Bibliography of herring research in Northwest Atlantic 
( tv) Standardization of measurements and techniques 
( v) 	 Environmental Symposium - herring section 

(vi) 	 Other matters 
(b) 	 Relation between fisheries for herring and regulated species 

(i) 	 By-catches in herring fishery 
(ii) 	 Other interspecific relations - e. g. predation 

(c) 	 Other pelagic fish 
(i) 	 Tuna and swordfish 

(ii) 	 Sharks and others 
(d) 	 Discussion with assessment subcommittee and other matters 

(11) Adequacy of ICNAF conservation measures 

NOTE: This item stems from the memorandum submitted by the late 
G. R. Clark to the Meeting of Commissioner s last year (Serial 
No.l09Z)' which was referred to R&tS for advice. Mr. Clark's 
note was primarily concerned with the effect of the rapidly in
creasing amount of fishing in the ICNAF area and its economic 
implications. It raised also the question of interpretation of the 
ICNAF objective of "maintenance of a maximum sustained catch' 
Most of the points arising fall within the scope of the Assessmen 
and the Gear and Selectivity Subcommittees. and are included in 
their agenda. but R&tS will need to consider the full remit and 
decide On the form of its advice to the Commission. A further 
explanatory note will be circulated shortly. 

(l Z) Organization and Function of R&S 

There has been growing concern among some ICNAF scientists about 
the limited opportunity afforded to R&S to give proper attention to the 
scientific basis of its advisory functions during the one week each year 
immediately preceding the meeting of the Commission. This is further 
aggravated by the difiiculty experienced by many member countries in 
sending a sufficient number of their working scientists. some of whom 
may be relatively junior in rank, to ICNAF meetings. 
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(lZ) 	 Organization and Function of R&S (cont'd) 

whether it wishes to take further action by making specific proposals or 
recommendations to the Commission. 

It is suggested that this item could with advantage be considered in the 
fir st instanc e by the Steering and Publications Subcommittee, who will 
aim to submit a statement for the consideration of R&S outlining the nature 
of the problem and possible solutions. 

(13) 	 Publications 

(a) 	 Review of preparation of Research Bulletin No.1 (Rec. 10) 
(b) 	 Publication of Environmental Symposium and NORWEST LANT Survey 
(c) 	 Review of 1964 National Research Reports in relation to content and 

presentation aa advised in 1963 (RecI.13 and 65) 
(d) 	 Summaries of National Research Reports for Annual Proceedings 

(Rec.lZ) 
(e) 	 Standards and timelimits of ICNAF publications 
(f) 	 Other matters 
NOTE: 	 These items will be considered in the first instance by the Steer

ing and Publications Subcommittee, who will report accordingly 
to R g,s 

(14) 	 Other recommendations from Steering and Publications Subcommittee 

(i. e. additional to matters arising under items 11 and lZ). 

:15) 	 Co-ordination with other organizations 

(16) 	 Election of officer s for the ensuing year 

(17) 	 Any other business 

ASSESSMENTS (App. VIT) 

(a) 	 Mesh assessments in particular fisheries 

(i) 	 No major revision of assessments for the fisheries referred to in 
item 17 of the Plenary Agenda is offered, beyond those given in the 
1963 Redbook (p. 37) for redfish in Diva. 3NO, and for redfish and 
other species in Subareas 4 and 5 given in the 1961 Mesh Assessment 
Report. 

(ii) 	 There is now evidence of substantial discarding in the fishery for 
American plaice in Division 4T. which supports the earlier conclusion 
that increase of mesh size in this fisherv u to about 6 inches would 
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(Hi) 	 There has been a major expansion of the fishery for dIver hake in 
Subarea 5 since 196Z. it ill not yet pouible to say more about the 
effect of mesh increase in this fishery. other than that eizes up to 3 
inches would not cause much immediate 1018. but that meshes greater 
than 4 inches would cause very considerable immediate. and probably 
also long-term. losses. 

(iv) 	 Although a higher age at recruitment in the scallop fishery in Subarea 
2. would probably give long-term gains in yield. increase in ring size 
is not a practicable means of achieving this. It is not yet possible to 
suggest an alternative method of regulation which would be effective. 

(b) Effect on mesh assessments of recent chanSes in ICNAF fisheries 

Two important changes have occurred in many ICNAF fisheries since 
the period 1956-58 to which the 1961 Mesh Auenment Report refers. 
Theae are (i) an increase in the amount of fillhing activity and (ii) a ten
dency for fishing to concentra.te more on the smaller dzes of fllh. 

Increaled fishing by itself h certain to result in greater long-term 
gains (and smaller long-term lones) for any particular meah increase 
than wal predicted before. though immediate loues will also be greater. 
but it is not yet pOllible to predict the simultaneous effect of thele changes 
on the mesh assessments for any particular fhhery. It can. however. be 
said that both these recent changes reinforce the prediction of long-term 
gains from the introduction of a 4 liZ-inch mesh wherever such gains are 
indicated in the 1961 Mesh Auesament Report. 

(c) Recent trends in catches and fishing activity 

Since 1961. the Assessment Subcommittee has begun to turn its atten
tion to documenting and interpreting the effect of fishing on the ICNAF 
stocks. Its report this year contaitts the first attempt to do this on a com
prehensive basis. Though the results are only provisional. certain clear 
conclusions emerge which it is thought will be of interest and importance 
to the Commission. The summary which follows here is intended only as 
a guide to the main conclusions reached. for a full account of which 
Appendix VII should be consulted. 

Recent trends in landings and in fishing activity (measured as total 
days fished) are summarised and illustrated in Table 1 and Figs. I and 2 
of Appendix VII. In the northern Subareas (I. 2 and 3) there has been a 
major increase in landings from 1957 to 1961 but also. significantly. a 
much larger increase in fishing activity. Landings in 1962 and 1963 
declined. 

In the southern Subareas 4 and 5. both landings and fishing activity re
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Further analysis shows that the increased landings in the northern Sub
areas came from stocks of cod and redfish which had previously been only 
lightly fished, particularly in Subarea 2. The recent increases in landings 
from Subareas 4 and 5 at'e due to a great expansion of the herring and 
silver hake fisheries. 

{d) Lons-term Relation between catch and fi,hins intensity 

These general trends show clearly that landings in the northern sub
areas have not increltsed as much as the fishing activity and. as a con
sequence. the overall catch per unit fishing activity has dropped by about 
40'0 since 1951. What these statistics do ~ show is whether the present 
landings could be maintained, or what would happen if fishing activity in
creased still further. 

To anlwer these questions requires a detailed allellment of the long
term effect of fhhing on the stocks. Enough research data. a.re available 
for mlmy of the cod and haddock Itocks to make a rough appreciation po.
sible. and thh ill lummarised in Ta.ble Z and Fig. 3 of Appendix VII. It is 
concluded that in most cod and haddock f1aheriea of the ICNAF area, the 
present fishing intenlity would result in IUlltained yieldl (on a per recruit 
bula) not differing much from the maximum which the Itockl could pro
vide. In some fisheries. the present fishing intensity may already have 
exceeded that giving the maximum sustained yield. 

Consequently, in all such fisheries, the main effect of furthet' in·. ,'," 
ct'eases in fishing activity is likely to be a neat'ly proportional decrease 
in the catch per unit fishing activity. In most of these fisherie s it appears 
that feasible changes in mesh size, while helping to keep up total yield. 
cannot do much to offset the expected sharp downward trend in catch per 
unit effort if fishing activity continues to increase. 

It is not yet possible to draw any definite conclusions for redfish. be
yond the fact that none of the exploited stocks appear at present to offer 
the possibility of major increases in yield. nor to predict the future 
cour se of the herring and silver hake fisheries in Subarea 5. 

(e) Future work 

R&S strongly endorsed the view that the Assessment Subcommittee 
should continue to develop its analyses and interpretation of trends in the 
ICNAF fisheries. and to improve assessments of the effects of mesh in
crease in the light of recent changes in the fishery. The Assessment Sub
committee drew attention to the importance of detecting the existence of 
hitherto un exploited resources in the ICNAF area and of measuring their 
abundance. It also emphasized the need for a better understanding of the 
biological inter -relationships between different species of fish and their 
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recommends (44)** 

that ICNAF expresses formally to FAO its interest in the 
promotion of studies on the fish and fish-food phases of 
production chains in marine communities. and offers to 
co-operate in co- sponsoring a Symposium if required. 

(f) Arrangements for meetings 

The Assessment Subcommittee believes that it cannot continue fully to 
dischar ge its advisory responsibilities to R&S by meeting only during a 
short period immediately before the Annual Meeting of the Commission. 
It considers that to enable a proper study to be made of the scientific basi 
of the problems involved. as well as to prepare a considered and effective 
report. regular (though not necessarily annual) mid-year meetings such 
as those held in 1960 and 1961 by the Mesh Assellment Working Group. 
would be necessary. starting probably in 1965, The Subcommittee sug
gested that if these were held contiguously with the Annual ICES meeting. 
it would have the advantage of contact with ICES scientists who are work
ing on fundamentally the same kind of problems. and in some instances on 
related stocks. This point was taken up later by R8r.S and is referred to 
in Section lO of this report. 

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES (App. VI) 

(a) 	 Environmental Sympo sium 

(i) This was held last January in Rome. and it is 

recommended (32) 

that the Commission's appreciation be officially con
veyed to the Director General of FAO, Dr. Sen, for the 
Or ganisation' s generous and invaluable hospitality on 
this occasion, and especially for the help rendered by 
the staff of Biology Branch of Fisheries Division. 

(ii) 	 A wide range of topics was covered at the Symposium, which was at 
tended by scientists from many ICNAF and ICES member countries, 
and others. The topics ranged from matters of direct relevance to 
practical fishing operations, such as the effect of water conditions 
and currents on fish distribution and migration. to long-range climati, 
changes in the North Atlantic and their effect on the abundance of the 
fish stocks. The underlying importance of fish behaviour and physio
logy was stressed. In view of the rapid expansion of general oceano
graphic research, the Symposium provided a timely and valuable 
orientation of ideas on how be st to direct research, both national and 



(iii) 	 A brief informal report on the Symposium is given in Annex I of App. 
VI by the Chairman, Dr. C. E. Lucas, whose help, together with that of 
his convenors, in preparing and running the Symposium is gratefully 
acknowledged. A further account is given in Doc. No. 15. 

(tv): 	Last year the Commission approved a request from R80:S that contri 
butions to and proceedings of the Environmental ~mposium be pub
lished in the ICNAF Special Publications Series L1963 Redbooki Rec. 
(35), p.587. Since it was impossible to anticipate at that stage how 
many papers would be contributed. it was requested that a sum of 
$7,500 be allocated in the first instance. for the year 1964·65. In the 
event, the response of contributors exceeded expectations. Having 
received and edited the contributions and proceedings it is now 

recommended (1)** 

that 	a further sum of $5,000 be approved for the year 
1965/66 to meet the cost of publishing the proceedings 
of and contributions to the 1964 Environmental Sympo sium. 

In arriving at this estimate every possible economy has been made, 
both in the proposed method of printing and in the editing of the con
tributions. 

(b) 	 Environmental Survey NORWESTLANT 

(i) 	 This was successfUlly concluded. and reports from all participating 
countries were available at this meeting. Even at this early stage 
some striking features have emerged. notably a marked lack of cod 
larvae at both South and West Greenland, despite an earlier abundance 
of eggs. Much new information on the basic productivity and current 
systems in this area has been obtained, which is directly relevant to 
the drift of the spawning products and probably also to their survivaL 

(ii) 	 The co-operation of all partiCipants in their speedy analysis of the 
data from NOR WESTLANT is gratefully acknowledged. Particular 
thanks are due to Mr. C. D. Sauer of the Canadian Oceanographic Data 
Centre and to Dr. M. Gillbricht for processing and distributing the 
hydrographic and phytoplankton data, respectively. Detailed planning 
and co-ordination of NORWESTLANT was the responsibility of Mr. 
A. J. Lee. to whom R&S expresses its sincere appreciation. 

(iii) 	 Plans have been made to integrate the national reports into a compo
site form by May 1965 (see Annex z: of Appendix VI). To co-ordinate 
this work, and to provide an opportunity for the underlying scientific 
problems to be adequately considered. R&S 
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recommends (41 )** 

that a meeting of those responsible for preparing the £ina: 
report on NORWESTLANT be held at national expense in 
Copenhagen on September Z5th and Z6th, 1964 (i. e. im
mediately before the 1964 ICES meeting). ICNAF membe 
countries are ur ged to send to this meeting as many as 
possible of their experts who have been concerned with 
the collection and analysis of NORWESTLANT material. 

(iv) 	 Approval in principle was given last year for the publication of the 
NORWESTLANT Report in the ICNAF Special PUblications Series, ane 
a eum of $8, 000 for this appears in the forecast estimates for the 
financial year 1965/66. It is now thought that by using the moet eco
nomical method of printing, the coet will be less than this. It is 
accordingly 

recommended (Z)** 

that 	the sum of $6,000 be allocated in the financial year 
1965/66 to cover the cost of printing the NORWEST LANT 
Report in the ICNAF Special Publication Seriee. 

(v) 	 It is understood that the American Geographical SOciety may wish to 
publish large - scale charts of the results of NORWESTLANT. Believ
ing this to be in the interests of advancing knowledge of the marine 
environment, it is accordingly 

recommended ,( 3) 

that 	the Executive Secretary, in conjunction with the 
Chairmen of R&S and its Environmental Subcommittee, 
be authorised to discuss with the appropriate representa
tives of the American Geographical Society their sugges
tion 	that charts of the results of NOR WESTLANT be pub
lished in the Serial Atlas of the Marine Environment, and 
to make arrangements accordingly, provided no additiona 
expense to ICNAF is thereby incurred. 

4. 	 GEAR AND SELECTIVITY (App. V) 

(a) 	 The available evidence for the ICNAF area indicated that the selec
tivity of polyamide and polyester fibres (e. g. nylon, terylene) is some 5'1\ 
to 150/0 higher than manila, while that of polyethylene (e. g. courlene) is 
roughly the same as manila. 

(b) Evidence reported by Canada, and previous experience, suggests that 
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made of both manila and synthetic fibres. 

Canada also reported comparisons in which an ICNAF gauge. used at 
a pressure of 12 1b also gave readings in the region of 5% higher than 
those obtained by a paralle1- sided enforcement-type gauge. used so as 
to "pass easily through" the mesh. It has to be recognised. however. 
that interpretation of the words "shall pass easily through" is inevitably 
to some degree subjective. and that the results obtained by a paralle1
sided gauge may be correspondingly variable. 

(c) 	 Further information has been requested on the selectivity of cod-ends 
fitted with a new topside chafer used by large Soviet and Polish trawlers. 

(d) 	 Member countries are requested to provide. for scientific use. in
formation on me.sh size and types of gear used in their ICNAF fisheries. 
so that better assessments of the effect of mesh increase can be made. 
A form has been devised for this purpose. 

SAMPLING (App. IV) 

(a) 	 It has been decided to publish again age-length keys in the Sampling 
Yearbook. a procedure discontinued since 1962. because of their basic 
importance in fish population research. By omitting age-composition 
data from the Yearbook and by making other economies in presentation, 
it is not thought that this change will involve any substantial increase in 
the cost of the Sampling Yearbook. 

(b) 	 It is under stood that a recommendation from an ICES Working Group 
on Sampling will be put before the next meeting of ICES, advocating a 
jOint meeting between ICES and ICNAF scientists. The purpose of this 
meeting would be (i) to consider ways and means of achieving the maxi
mum degree of uniformity in the collection and presentation of fish 
sampling data, especially of length measurements. and (ii) to discuss 
the scientific basis of sampling techniques and their application to 
fisheries research. R&S wishes to indicate its interest in the possibility 
of co-operation with ICES in this matter. and accordingly 

recommends (23)** 

that 	ICNAF should inform ICES of its great interest in the 
subject of sampling and routine biological measurements. 
and 	of its keen desire for scientists from ICNAF member 
countries to participate in a meeting on this subject 
should one be organised by ICES. 
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6. STATISTICS (App. VIT) 

(al The recent innovations in the collection and reporting of ICNAF stati! 
tics, including the use of STANA common reporting forms. appear to be 
working satisfactorily. No further changes of substance are proposed fo: 
the time being... 

(b) 	 A simplified form for reporting of discards and induatrial fish catche 
has been devised. 

(cl It was noted that ICES, at ita 1963 meeting, agreed that its future re
presentation on the FAO Continuing Working Party on Fishery Statistics 
should be similar to that propoled by ICNAF lut year for itl own par
ticipation (1963 Redbook Rec. (59) p. 9-10). It i. accordingly 

recommended (49a)** 

that ICNAF proceed with plans to be represented at the 
1965 meeting of the CWP in accordance with recommen· 
dation (59) of the 1963 Redbook. 

It should be recalled that under this arrangement ICNAF agreed to pay th' 
expenses of its Statistician and the Chairman of the Statistical Subcommit 
tee. ICES have made corresponding arrangements. 

(d) 	 The Statistical Subcommittee were grateful to have for their use at 
this meeting the 1963 Report of the ICES Statistical Committee. In 
response to a request from ICES it is 

recommended (49b)** 

that henceforth the Report of the ICNAF Statistical Sub
committee be transmitted to ICES. 

(e) 	 It is gratifying to report that. for the first time, complete catch 
statistics have been available at this meeting for the immediately preced. 
ing year (1963). This has been of great value to the scientific work of 
R8tS. The services of the ICNAF Secretariat. and the help of Mr. D. 
Gertenbach of FAO, which have together made this possible, are much 
appreciated, as is the co-operation of member countries in speedy 
reporting. 

7. AGEING TECHNIQUES AND TAGGING (Apps. III and ll) 

(al A new system of exchange of cod otolith photographs was started last 
year. The first results are encouraging and it is hoped that this system 

.. 
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(b) 	 The card system for summary reporting of tag release data will be 
continued. There was a useful exchange of ideas on methods of tag report
ing and publicity in member countries. 

HERRING AND OTHER PELAGIC FISH (App.I) 

In view of the major importance of herring in the ICNAF landings. an 
!2- hoc Group was set up last year to review the progress of herring 
fisheries and to co-ordinate the research on them. The report of this 
Group contains a valuable summary of information on this relatively new 
subject. It includes also an account of recent developments in fisheries 
for other pelagic fish. including tuna. in the ICNAF area. 

ADEQUACY OF .REGULATIONS !Coxm'nililion lI-gend.Ut.em 1'8) 

(a) 	 This question was referred to RStS at the 1963 Annual Meeting, and 
appears as item 18 of the 1964 Commilllion agenda. 

(b) 	 RStS respectfully submit that to judge whether or not regulations are 
"adequate" in the widest sense involves major questions of policy which 
are outside its competence. The attempt has, however, been made at 
this meeting to give the kind of scientific a.dvice which the Commission 
would need to decide whether or not the existing regulations are adequate, 
and what other kinds of regulations. if any, might need to be considered. 

(c) 	 The memorandum from the late G. R. Clark (Ser. No. 1092) which led 
to this matter being raised last year, was concerned particularly with 
the increased fishing activity in the ICNAF area in recent years, and its 
probable consequences. Such advice as can at present be given on this is 
contained in the attached report of the Assessments Subcommittee (App. 
VII). Notwithstanding the necessarily provisional and incomplete nature 
of some of its conclusions R&S believes this report constitutes a sub
stantial advanc e. 

(d) 	 R&S recognise that the Commission may in the future wish for other 
kinds of advice not included in the present report, nor even considered 
hitherto by ICNAF scientists. In that event, if specific advice is reques
ted, R&S will take such action as is necessary to provide it as SOon as 
possible . 

. FUNCTION OF R & S 

(a) 	 There is growing concern among ICNAF scientists about the limited 
oppo;rtunity afforded to R&S to give proper attention to the scientific basis 
of its work. and to its reporting to the Commission, during the one week 
immediately preceding the Annual Meeting of the ComlIlission. This is 



(b) 	 The difficulty stems lar gely from attempting. to. combine both the ad
visory and the more basic scientific functions of R&:S at one and the sam~ 
time, though both are essential. Matters such as the co-ordination and 
planning of national research programmes and the monitoring of statis
tical collecting can be effectively undertaken with the present arrange
ments. On the other hand. proper consideration of the scientific basis 
of the work of R &:S. on which the calibr e of its advice to the Commission 
is crUCially dependent. may be impossible without mid-year meetings 
from time to time of one or other of its specialist groups. Such meetings 
would enable scientists both to work together and to give due thought and 
reflection to their findings. As a consequence, R&:S would be able to pre
pare more carefully its reports, and in this and other ways to improve 
its standard of advice to the Commission. 

tc) At this meeting. three Subcommittees have independently requested 
mid-year meetings for one purpose or another. 

(1) 	 The Environmental Subcommittee, faced with the task of co-ordinating 
the preparation of the final NORWESTLANT Report before next May. 
and of giving proper consideration to its scientific content. has re
commended that all those concerned should meet for two days next 
September immediately prior to the forthcoming ICES meeting. 

(ii) 	 The Sampling Subcommittee has foreseen the need for a special meet
ing with ICES scientists to deal not only with scientific problems of 
sampling but also with matter s to do with the collection and reporting 
of sampling data, which are common to both organizations. 

(iii) 	 The Assessment Subcommittee has anticipated the need for mid-year 
meetings from time to time. not necessarily annually, again in order 
to deal more effectively with the scientific basis of its work. 

(d) 	 R&S, having considered these requests and reviewed the problem 
generally. strongly endorse the need for one or other of its subcommit
tees or, where possible, smaller nominated Working Groups, to meet in 
mid-year when appropriate. To hold such meetings contiguously with the 
Annual Meeting of ICES has advantages of economy for many (though, ad
mittedly. not all) countries. and of contact with other scientists, many of 
whom are engaged on fundamentally the same kind of problems. There 
may well be occasions, however, when quite separate meetings are 
required. In any event. when a mid-year meeting is held it should result 
in fewer scientists being required at the next Commission meeting. 

(e) 	 R&S wishes to place its views on this matter before the Commission, 
and hopes that it will give them its sympathetic consideration. both in 
principle and in respect of the particular requests from the three sub
committees mentioned above. Should that be so, R&S suggests that the 
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offer of reciprocal facilities should the occasion arise. 

OTHER MATTERS 

(a) 	 National Reeearch Reports, 

(i) 	 It was agreed that the new format of National Research Reports! 1963 
Redbook. Rec. 65) was a substantial improvement. and grea.tly helped 
Chairmen of Pa.nel Advisers in compiling their summaries of research. 
Countries are urged to adhere as c'losely as possible to this recom
mended format when preparing their reports. and it is 

recommended (4) 

that National Research Reportl should carry the name!s) 
of those responeible for the researchee and for compiling 
the report. 

(ii) 	 R&tS considered again the question of where the National Research 
Reports should be published, recalling that the present arrangement, 
whereby they appear in Part II of the Redbook, was required by the 
Commission in 1962 as an economy measure. R&tS firmly believes 
that the up-to-date summaries of research, and reviews of the status 
of the fisheries, contained in these reports are of great interest and 
importance to the work of the Commission, and to its research pro
grammes and those of member countries. R&S accordingly 

recommends (5) 

that the Commission should endeavour, at the earliest 
opportunity. to adopt again the arrangements for publica
tion of National Research Reports which were effective 
prior to 1962; namely, that these Reports. condensed as 
far as possible in accordance with Rec. (12) of the 1963 
Redbook. be published in the Annual Proceedings. and 
Summaries of Research by Subareas be printed in the 
Redbook. 

(bl 	 Atlantic Tuna Or ganisation 

The Commission has been asked by FAO to comment on the Report of 
the FAO Working Party for Rational Utilisation of Tuna Resources in the 
Atlantic Ocean. Having considered those parts of the Report relevant to 
the work of R&S it was agreed to 

recommend (6) 



(i) 	 ICNAF is at the present time publishing statistics of 
tuna landings from the Convention area in its Statis
tical Bulletin, and reviewing and co-ordinating tuna 
research in the area. 

(iiI 	because the ICNAF area covers only the northern ex
tremity of the wide-ranging distribution of Atlantic 
tuna, ICNAF has only a fringe research interest in 
these species. 

{iii} 	 ICNAF would be willing to co-operate with a.ny future 
Atlantic Tuna Organisation in working out a suitable 
arrangement for reporting and publishing tuna statis
tics, and for co-ordinating tuna research, in the 
ICNAF area. 

(iv) 	 the Report of the Herring and other pelagic fish Sub
committee to the 1964 AnnUal Meeting (Proe. 1, App. 
II, which contains in some detail the present status 
of ICNAF's interest in tuna statistics and research, 
be sent to F AO for information 

It is noted that if a second plenipotentiary conference for the purpose 
of setting up an Atlantic Tuna Or ganisation be convened at some future 
date, ICNAF, as an organisation with an interest in Atlantic tuna, might 
be invited to send an observer. In this event it is 

recommended (7) 

that if an invitation be received by ICNAF at some future 
date to send an observer to a plenipotentiary conference 
for setting up an Atlantic Tuna Or ganisation, the Execu
tive Secretary, in consultation with the Chairman of R&S, 
should be empowered to appoint such an observer. 

(c) 	 ICES Liaison , Committee Reports 

It was agreed that these reports are of great value to R&S since the 
scientific basis of the work of the ICES Liai son Committee, and of lCNAF ': 
R&S, has much in common. It is accordingly 

recommended (8) 

that the Commission request the North-East Atlantic 
Fisheries Commission to transmit each year the ap
proved Report of the ICES Liaison Committee to ICNAF 
for use by its Standing Committee on Research and 
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OFFICERS OF R 8.t S FOR THE COMING YEAR AND THE 1965 ANNUAL 
MEETING 

(a) 	 Dr. W. Templeman was elected Chairman of the Standing Committee on 
Research and Statistics. 

(bl 	 The following were nominated to serve on the Steering and Publications 

Subcommitte e: 


France, Portugal, Spain and Italy Mr. R. Monteiro 
Iceland, Norway, USSR Dr. A. S. Bogdanov 
Denmark, Germany, Poland and UK Dr. C. E. Lucaa 
Canada Dr.J.L.Hart 
USA Dr.H. W.Graham 

(c) 	 The following Subcommittee Chairmen were appointed: 

Aisesaments Mr. J. A. OuLland 
Statistics Mr.R.C. Hennemuth 
Sampling Mr. S. Horlted 
Environmental Mr. A. J. Lee 
Gear and Selectivity Dr. H. Bohl 
Herring and other pelagic fish Mr.B.E.Skud 
Age-reading Mr. E. Bratberg 

(d) 	 The following were requested to act as ICNAF '8 observer s: 

(a) 	 Mr.A.J. Lee at the forthcoming meetings of seOR and IOC 
(b) 	 Mr. S. Olsen at the forthcoming ICES meeting. 

ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE 1965 ANNUAL MEETING 

Having considered> the probable programme of work for the 1965 meeting. 
and in order to ensure that as much as possible of the scientific work of R8.tS 
shall be completed by the end of R&:S week, it is 

recommended (9) 

that the Assessment Subcommittee should meet On the 
Friday and Saturday, and the Herring and Other 
Pelagic Fish Subcommittee on the Saturday immediate
1y preceding R&:S week at the 1965 Annual Meeting. 
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SECTION III 
REPORTS OF SCIENTIFIC SUBCOMMITTEES AND WORKING GROUPS 

As approved. with some further minor amendments and with recommen
dations numbered serially starting at No. lO. 

APPENDIX I 
REPORT OF AD HOC GROUP ON HERRING AND OTHER PELAGIC SPECIES 

May 21-22. 1964 

Chairman. Mr. B. E. Skud: Rapporteur. Dr. J. C. Medcof 

1. Agenda 

The Chairman distributed copies of a proposed agenda which was adopted 
after amendment of the order in which various topics were to be treated. A join 
session with the Allseument Subcommittee was held on May 22. 

Documents referring to pelagic species 

The Chairman cited the following documents as being of interest to the 
group: 

4. 	 A bibliography of herring in the Northwest Atlantic 

6. 	 Standard graphical presentation of pertinent data for use by the Assess
ment Group 

7. 	 A summary of the fishery in the Convention Area, 1952-1962 

15. ICNAF Environmental Sympo sium 

18. United States Research Report. 1963 

36. Canadian Research Report. 1963 

56, CatCh/effort assessment in some ICNAF fisheries 

58. Polish Research Report. 1963 

59. Soviet Research Report. 1963 

62. Plankton investigations in the areas of Georges and Browns Bank in 1963 

64. Preliminary statement on ICNAF NORWESTLANT 2. Canadian zooplank. 



Review of Canadian fishery and research on large pelagic fish in the 
ICNAF area in 1963 

Annual catches in the Northwest Atlantic (ICNAF statistical area) 1963 

Herring: Ou~come of previous meetings 

The Chairman reviewed Document 4 which was an up-to-date compilation 
references provided by member countries to literature on herring in Subareas 
4 and 5. in accordance with recommendations of the 1963 meeting. 

The Chairman reviewed efforts being made at standardization of methods 
recording and reporting basic data on herring. Appreciating the importance 
i need for uniformity. the Group 

recommends (10) 

that the methods of measuring. recording and reporting 
basic data on herring agreed by the 196Z ICES Herring 
Committee'" be adopted by ICNAF. 

ese include reporting the measurements of natural total length and eight stages 
maturity. Certain member countries will continue making length measure
nts in mm for describing length composition. but will report their results in 
.f~centimetre groupings. A paper by Schubert and Schumacher. "Some inves
ations concerning changes in length measurements of herring". was cited to 
.nt out the changes in measurements due to storage and the Group 

recommends (11) 

that rneInber countries conduct experiments on changes 
in length and weight of herring due to storage and report 
their results to the next Annual Meeting. 

e USA reported that such tests had been initiated on samples held in frozen 
rage. 

Environmental Symposium 

The ICNAF Environmental Symposium held in Rome on January 27
bruary 1, 1964 included a section (El on herring which was convened by B. E . 
•d (USA). The Chairman referred to the eight herring paper s and the Con
ler's Report, which are to be published with other papers of the Symposium. 

tecommendations adopted by the Herring Committee concerning routine 
nethods and the reporting of herring biological data in the ICES area" being 

• ,..,.... 1" 1" 71 
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There was a discuuion of the use of Boa1es and otoliths for determining 
age and .tock separation (spring- or autumn-spawned). Methods for otolith stor 
age were also reviewed, Germany and USA reporting some recent innovations. 

With reference to the paper by Lauzier and Tibbo (Environmental Sympo
sium No. E-3), Schubert reported that the pre-spawning concentrations of North 
Sea herring were influenced by the cold winter of 1962-63. It was observed that 
temperature spawning requirements of North Sea herring were similar to those 0 

Georges Bank while those of the Atlanto-Scandian stocks were comparable to tho! 
of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. 

The timing of the formation of the first winter scale ring was aleo dis
cussed. 

3. Relation between fisheries for herring and regulated species (by-catches) 

Review of available information in the USSR herring and silver hake;, 
fhheries indicated that catches included some of the regulated species. In Sub
area 5. the by-catch of haddock from t.he 1963 USSR statistics was 5,350 tons and 
the cod by-catches amounted to 2.361 tons. These combined by-catches of had
dock and cod were about 3"/0 of the combined herring and silver hake catch. The 
total catch of haddock in Subarea 5 by all countries in 1963 was 59,61 0 tons, so 
that the 'haddock by-catch of the USSR accoullted for 9% of the haddock total. The 
total cod catch in the subarea was 29,687, so the USSR by-catch was about 8% of 
the total. 

4. Large pelagic fish 

(a) Swordfish. The meeting reviewed Documents 36 and 74 and other informatior 
provided by the Chairman on the fishery by the U. S. A. Only Canada and the 
U. S. A. are exploiting this species and fishermen in both countries utilize longlin. 
gear. As a result the fishery is now active day and night in all months of the yea: 
Harpooning. a method formerly used, was carried out only by day in the summer 
months. Preliminary figures indicate a substantial increase in landings, as 
follows:

1962 (Stat. Bull.) 1963 (Document 84) 

Canada 2380 metric tons 86Z3 metric tons 

USA 349 " " 934 " " 

Total 2729 " " 9557 " " 


The catches were made at the edge of the continental shelf in Subareas 3, 
4, 5 and south of the ICNAF area. 'rhe average size of the fish has decreased, 
u the catch now includes many juveniles and males as well as large females 
Nhich were the principal catch of harpoons. Log-book records cove.ring over zoe 

... ~ .. ,. .................. c03 ... ,, __ _ ~~ 1... __ '- ___ '1. 
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ntinue these in 1964. 

) Tuna. Th. mutl.n. review.d Docum.nt. 18, 36, 74 and data on the USA n.h· 
y lupplied by the Chairman. Catch.. of tuna in the ICNAJ' uea are expandin. 
, Ihown by the following figure I , includina bonito (Barda) and 41dpjack 
;uthynnuI):,. 

19t>2 (Stat. Bull.) 1963 (Preliminary) 

Canada 116 metric tons 366 metric tons 

USA 3241 11 " 6228 " " 


11 11Total 3'3"57 6594 II " 

The 1962 Canadian catch came from fish trapi in Subarea 4. and in 1963 
am trap. and two amail (30 m long) puree-Ieine boats which began operation I in 
,te aummer partly in Division 5Z and farther louth. The veaaell in the U. S. A. 
shery included several purse-seiners from the Pacific tuna fleet. The areas of 
)eration for these boats was in Subarea 5 and in more southerly areal. The 
anadian catch was largely bluefin (Thunnus) but 45 metric tons of skipjack were 
.BO landed by the purse-seiners. Bluefin also dominated the U. S. A. catch. 

Both countriu did some tagging and made biological observations of 
~mples of catches. The seined fish were smaller than those taken in the Subarea 
traps. It is planned to expand these studies in 1964. The Chairman reviewed 
,e past U. S. A. research on Atlantic tuna and listed the agenc.ies and investigators 
lncerned. 

The Norwegian and German tuna fisheries in the Eastern Atlantic were 
~ry poor in 1963 and Germany expressed concern because there is some evidence 
.at these fish€ries depend partly on the same stocks fished by Canada and the 
. S. A. (This has been evidenced by U. S. A. tagging experiments.) The Group 
.erefore 

recommends (12) 

that efforts be made to establish the degree of mixing of 
tuna stocks in the Eastern and Western Atlantic. 

b.e FAO expert panel on tuna research will meet in June in Rome; this was 
Llled to the attention of the Group. 

) Sharks (Porbeagles). At last year's Research and Statistics Committee meet
g. Norway reported on its porbeagle fishery. As listed in Document 84, the 
Ltch amounted to 4.433 metric tons during 1963. as compared with 2.216 in 
'62. Norway has published some biological information and plans to continue its 
!search. 
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this species have been on the increase. The importance of inter specific relation. 
ships of pelagic and groundfish species was also reiterated. 

5. Herring:. Review of fishery and research 

(a) Status of fishery. The meeting reviewed Documents 18, 36, 58, 59, 73 and 
84. Comparisons of available data on rCNAF area landings were as follows 
(metric tons): 

1962 1963 (Document 84) 

Canada Ill, 649 metric tons 105,911 metric tons 

Poland 277 256 11
" " " 
USSR 160,404 II 100,036" "" 
USA 71,779 70,090" " " " 
Totale 344, 109 276,293"" " " 

The Canadian and U. S. A. catch came largely from inshore waters of Subareas 4 
a.nd 5 taken by weirs, stop-seines, purse-seines and gill nets. They included 
immatures (sardine) and adults. Polish and USSR catches were made offshore 
in Subareas 4 and 5 using trawls and drift nets. 

Medcof reported on the distribution of Canadian catches, all of which werE 
made in Subarea 4. The Gulf of St. Lawrence catch increased from approximate
ly 35,000 metric tons in 1962 to 40,000 tons in 1963. The catch from eastern 
Nova Scotia increased from 8.000 to 9, 000 tons and the Bay of Fundy catch de
creased from 62,000 to 57,000 metric tons. He also indicated growing interest 
in possibly increasing exploitation of stocks in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and Nova 
Scotia. 

Studenetsky reported on the USSR herring catches. The total in 1962 was 
160, 000 metric tons and in 1963 100.000 tons, of which 97.000 tons were taken 
in Subarea 5. In this subarea. the decrease occurred in the drift net fishery. 
whereas the trawl catches remained at the level achieved in previous years. 
Changes in the size and age composition of the catches were noted. Until August. 
1963 the catches were dominated by herring of the 1951 and 1958 year classes 
(25 to 29 cm long), After August. smaller fish (20-24 cm long) from the 1960 
year class dominated the fishery and this heavy recruitment suggested that this 
year class would be an abundant one, Younger herring were poorly represented 
in 1961 and 1962, when the catches were dominated by the 1956 year class. The 
change noted in 1963 was explained by the fact that natural and fishing mortality 
had reduced the abundance of the older year classes. The total mortality. based 
on age composition and fishing effort. for fish of age 5 and older was reported as 
800/0. The instantaneous mortality coefficient in the drift net catches from 1961
1963 was 1.17. and was 1.25 according to data collected from the BMRT (large) 
trawler s. It was anticipated that the catches in 1964 would be dependent on the 
1960 year class and that the level would not exceed that of 1963, Studenetsky 

• 
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nery. 

In the discussion that followed, Hempel pointed out that in the North Sea 
~ring fishery, catch per trawl had decreased but that catch per drift net had not 
tnged. He suggested that the sudden disappearance of the 1956 year class on 
orges Bank might be due to causes other than fishing ..and wondered if there had 
m any change in fishing methods or 10calitil'. Studenetsky indicated that there 
:l been no change in these, and that both drift nets and trawlers had taken fishes 
the same ages, but that drift nets are not used in the autumn. The Group 

recommends (13) 

that detailed information on the size and number of her
ring sampled from Georges Bank, and monthly data on 
age-composition by vessel types are needed. The USSR 
agreed to provide thie information. 

The Chairman reported on the status of the US herring fishery ",hich is 
ncentrated on immature fish, utilized as "sardines". The catch in the State of 
~ine accounts for the major portion of U. S. landings and in 1963 was 66,000 
etric tons as compared to 69,000 in 196Z. Only 46, 000 tons were processed as 
rdines in 1963, a 12,000 ton decrease from 1962. This change was thought to 
flect a marketing condition due to the large holdover of the previous year '. in
ntories and the fact that most of the canneries ceased operation earlier than 
ual. The total units of gear decreaeed from Z78 in 1962 to Z24 units in 1963. 
lil decrease was evident in the three types of gear: weirs, stop-eeines and 
r.e-eeine•• The age composition of the 1963 catch was dominated, as u.ual, 
fish in their second year of life, but a relatively greater proportion of three 

ar old fish were taken during the summer months. 

Herring: Research in Subareas 4 and 5 

Medcof reported on Canadian herring research which was presented in 
,cument No. 73. In support of commitments made to ICNAF, a study of the size 
mposition of herring was carried out in the Bay of Fundy, in southwest Nova 
ot1a and on Georges and Browns Banks. In addition studies of the abundance 
d distribution of herring larvae were continued in the Bay of Fundy and in the 
,If of St. Lawrence. The only studies in Subarea 5 involved 14 :samples of her
:ig obtained from bottom-trawl catches by the A. T. CAMERON on Georges Bank 
August. Some additional research may be initiated next year in the Gulf of St. 
lwrence and On studies to determine the origin of the larvae found in the Bay of 
Indy. 

Studenetsky reported on the catch-effort studies and the estimates of mor
lity carried out by the USSR (see para. 5(a)). He also mentioned that 1760 her
:lg had been tagged but there had been no returns so far. Special research 
".1i AG .. h'\Trl"'('lo'-r~ nhv and 01 .. w r 'n Docum nt No 5 • 
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Skud reported on the U. S. research and pointed out that the age compositl 
data from Georges Bank samples corroborated the results obtained by the USSR. 
Inshore larval distribution in the estuaries was discussed and mention made of tl: 
special gears utilized to sample larvae at or near the bottom. Hydrographic and 
plankton data have been collected during the inshore c.ruises which cover the are. 
from Cape Ann. Massachusetts to Grand Manan. Larval sampling will continue i 
1964 at the same level of effort. Tagging (inshore) will be restricted to a local 
area to etudy the behaviour in response to environmental conditions. A cruise 01 

~e ALBATROSS is planned during the month of June. Efforts to identify herring 
stocke will be increased. with greater emphasis on biochemical techniques. 
Studies of recruitment to the herring stocke making up the Northwest Atlantic in
shore fishery were mentioned and the need for comparing these data with recruit 
ment data from the North East Atlantic herring stocks wae pointed out. 

The Group. recognizing the lack of knowledge about the relationship of th. 
stocks providing the inshore and offshore fisheries. 

recommends (14) 

that increased research effort be made to determine the 
identify of the herring stocks in the Gulf of Maine and on 
Geor ge s Bank. 

7. Joint meeting with Assessment Subcommittee 

Lloyd Dickie chaired this session and called on the Chairman of the ad ho 
group On pelagic species to open the discussion. Skud cited two general areas of 
interest, one. the inshore fishery for immature herring by Canada and USA and 
the other. the USSR offshore fishery of adult herring. 

A major problem in the inshore fishery is concerned with the means of 
evaluating effort. Three gear types are used, the weir (trap), stop-seine and 
purse-seine. The weirs are immobile and the stop-seines are limited in operati· 
to coves and small bays along the coast. An estimate of the relative fishing pow, 
of these gears is being attempted by the USA but the limitations of mobility pose 
severe problems. particularly with reference to the varying availability of fish. 
There is reason to believe that any measure of catch per unit of effort will be es· 
'flecially sensitive to availability change and possibly independent of stock abun
dance. Gulland suggested the use of aerial surveys as a possible method of 
obtaining a better index of relative stock abundance. This approach or any other 
which is not dependent on commercial fishing success has considerable merit, 
both from the standpOint of evaluating effort and of eliminating effects of a selec
tion bias for fish of a certain size by the canning industry. Dickie acknowledged 
the difficulties concerned with assessment in the inshore fishery. 

Skud reViewed the history of the offshore fishery and the discussions of th 
ad hoc Group on this fishery. The striking change ~n••:g.e ~omposition in 1963 wa 
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~ularly. the USA determines ages from otoliths and obtains relatively few 
nples on a sporadic basis. Studenetsky provided information on the catch per 
lr for the various vessel types of the USSR: 

1961 1962 1963 

rge stern trawlers 2.4 metric tons 2.4 metric tons 3.66 metric tons 
,dium trawlers 1.16" " 0'.81" " 
itt nets 150 kg 75 kg 76 kg 

e length frequencies, age composition and instantaneous mortality rates pre
:lted in Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 of the USSR report (Document 59) were discussed 
:i comparisons were made with the herring fishery in the North Sea. The 
oup recognized the value of USSR data On the stocks of Georges Bank herring 
:! the observed changes were of sufficient interest to warrant further attention. 
ta on age composition by vessel type are needed to ensure that the sampling 
8 representative of the stock and the USSR agreed to provide monthly data on 
es a.nd catch by vessel types and area to provide a means of more thorough 
a.mination of the changes noted in th" offshore fishery. Attention was called 
the strong representation of the 1960 year-class during the late fall of the 1963 
hery. a period when most of the catch was taken by the large stern trawlers. 
,e 1956 year-class which dominated the 1962 catch wall of only minor propor
ns in the late 1963 catch. The committee considered it important to deter
,ne whether this change was due to fishing or to a change in availability. An 
a.mination of monthly records for the 1961-1963 period might clarify this paint. 
:iigration was also suggested as a possible explana.tion of the change. The dif
ultie s of assessing year-class strength in the inshore fishery precluded the 
ssibility of comparing year-class representation with the offshore data. 

Dickie expressed the interest of the Assessment Subcommittee in pelagic 
h problems and emphasized the need for monthly summaries of age and effort 
tao 
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APPENDIX III. REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON AGEING TECHNIQUES 

Chairman, Mr. E. Bratberg; Rapporteur. Mr. E. J. Sandeman 

1. The results of the questionnaire sent by the IQNAF Secretariat to halibut 
and redfish experts (Document No. 19) were discussed. The Subcommittee 

recommends (16) 

that the standard terminology and notation for otolith age 
readers proposed by A. C. Jensen (1963 Redbook, Pt. III. 
p. 131-134) be adopted for halibut and redfish with the 
provision that Mr. Jensen would incorporate any small 
changes which he might think necesaary in the light of the 
comments raised in Document No. 19. 

Z. The Subcommittee considered Document No. 78 prepared by R. W. Blacker 
and indicated their appreciation to him and the Lowestoft Laboratory for prepar
ing the excellent photograph.. The Subcommittee considered the cod otolith 
photograph exchange well worthwhile and 

recommends (17) 

that the cod otolith photograph exchange program should 
be continued and expanded to include other areas. In ad
dition the otolith photographs discussed in Document No. 
78 should be re-circulated together with the otoliths 
themselves and the comments of the different age reader s 
A list of countries and experts (with addresses) among 
whom exchange should be made for each of the ICNAF 
subareas is given in Annex 1 to this Report. 

3. It was noted that while the halibut otolith exchange program. discussed in 
Document No.8, had been both useful and interesting. it was no longer needed. 

4. Document No.9 on the Redfish otolith exchange program was considered 
and it was agreed that Mr. Blacker and Dr. Me sstorff should be asked to inves
tigate the possibilities of photographing redfish otoliths for exchange purposes. 

5. Documents Nos. 45 and 86 concerning validation of otolith ages of cod were 
considered. The Subcommittee agreed that further studies of the type would be 
valuable and 
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recommends (18) 

that studies of validation of otolith age reading methods in 
all species of fish be vigorously pursued by all member 
countries. This is especially necessary in areas where 
there are disagreements or difficulties in age determina
tion. 

The Subcommittee further 

recommends (19) 

that when otolith studies have been successful in a par
ticular stock that type specimens of the otoliths in question 
be photographed and distributed to all member countries. 
It was agreed that this procedure should be adopted for 
Subarea 3 cod otolith. referred to in Document No. 45 

Dr. Meyer described (Document No. 831 and demonstrated the excellent 
,lith cutting machine which has been developed by his laboratory. It was in
lated by some members of the Subcommittee that photographs and plans would 
useful. 
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.Subcommittee on Ag.e.ing Technique. 

Annex 1. 	 List of member countries to contact in cod otolith photograph exchang~ 
scheme 

Subarea 1 Subarea 2 Subarea 3 Subarea 4 

Denmark Canada Canada Canada 
Germany Iceland Germany Germany 
Iceland Germany Iceland Portugal 
Norway Portugal Portugal UK 
Portugal UK USSR USA 
'UK USSR USSR 
'USSR 

Canada Kohler. Biological Station. St.Andrews, N. B. (Subarea 4) 

Fleming. Biological Station, St. John's, Newfoundland (Subareas 2-3) 

Denmark Horsted, Greenland Fisheries Investigation, Charlottenlund, Denmar 

Germany Meyer, Institut fUr Seefischerei. Hamburg (Subar ea 1) 

Messtorff, Institut fur Seefischerei, Bremerhaven (Subareas 2-4) 

Iceland Jonsson, University Research Institute, Reykjavik 

Norway Bratberg. Institute of Marine Research, Bergen 

Portugal M. Lima Dias, Instituto de Biologia MaritiIna, Lisbon 

UK Blacker, (Co-ordinator), Fisheries Laboratory, Lowestoft 

USA Jensen, U,S, Bureau of Com.mercial Fisheries. Woods Hole 

USSR Bogdanov, Central Research Institute of Marine Fisheries and 
Oceanography, Moscow, (VNIRO) 



APPENDIX IV - REPOR T OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SAMPLING 

Chairman. Mr. B. B. Parrish; Rapporteur. Mr. E. J. Sandeman 

The Subcommittee met on Wednesday. 27th. and Thursday. 28th May. 
~presentatives from most member countries attended both sessions. 

The following main items of subject matter were discussed: 

A. Publication of data in Sampling Yearbook 
B. Sampling methods and uniformity of length measurements 
C. Variability of sampling data 
D. Sampling of discarded fish 

Publication of data in Sampling Yearbook 

The Subcommittee considered in detail the need for changes in the type of 
ngth and age sampling data to be reported by countries and the form of their 
lblication in the Sampling Yearbook. It examined the results of analyse •• pre
,nted in Document No •• 31 and 49, of the variation. of length and age sampling 
,ta in .pace and time for Canadian haddock and cod fisheries in Divisions 4W and 
r rSlpectively and for the USA haddock fishery in Subarea S. These analyses 
Ldicated that the homogeneity of age.length key data, in space and time, was sub
:a.ntially greater than that for length. Note was also taken of views expressed at 
Lis and earlier meetings that the publication of age data in the form of age-length 
~ys. rather than as direct age-compositions, has definite advantages. 

The Subcommittee therefore 

recommends (20) 

(a) that countries be requested to continue to report length 
composition data as numbers per mille on the same time 
(month). area (statistical division) gear and vessel cate
gory basis as in previous years, and that for redfish and 
species of flounder and halibut (but ~ other species) they 
should also be broken down by sex, and for redfish by 50
fathom depth zones also. Other items of relevant infor
mation should also be reported and published in accord
ance with earlier recommendations (see "Report of 
Working Group on Sampling Yearbook"; Redbook 1962. 
Part 1, pp.39-41). The importance of continuing to sup
ply information on the number and weight of fish measured 
and the number and weight of fish caught or landed in the 
sampled fishery is particularly stressed. 

Ihl t 
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category. For all other species age data should continu 
to be reported all direct age-compositions as in the past 

(c) that when both length and age data are available for ( 
and haddock for the same fishery. they should be report 
and publiShed in a compollite. tabular form all IIpecified 
Annex 1 to this Report. 

The Subcommittee consider s that the reintroduction of age -length keys 
into the Sampling Yearbook can, with these changes in the form and layout of th 
table. and with other economiea of preaentation. be achieved without a large in 
crea.e in its size and cost. 

The Subcommittee further 

recommends (21) 

that the question of publication of the age-length keys fo 
the year 1961 and 1962, which have been deposited with 
the Secretariat, be considered at the 1965 Annual Meet! 
in the light of experience gained following implementatic 
of recommendation (201 above 

It was also noted that for assessment purposes the length compositions c 
the total catches or landings, combined on a seasonal or annual basis. in terms 
of number of fish rather than per mille, are often the form in which the data ar 
required. Therefore the Subcommittee also 

recommends (22) 

that the Assessments Subcommittee be asked at the next 
Annual Meeting to propose for which fisheries. and for 
what time intervals, length-composition data should be 
combined in the Sampling Yearbook. 

Z. Sampling methods and uniformity of length measurements 

Information supplied by member countries during the past year shows th 
a wide range of sampling methods is used by member countries in collecting th' 
routine length and age data published in the Sampling Yearbook. Further. it is 
evident that there are still some differences in the units of length measurement 
used by member countries. 

The Subcommittee considers that all possible steps should be taken to 
achieve the greatest possible degree of uniformity in length measurement amon 
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:h approval that the provisional report of this ICES Working Group proposes 
.t a meeting of ICES and ICNAF scientists be held in the near future to con

ler the problem of sampling methods and their application in fisheries work, 
:i also to discuss ways of achieving in the North Atlantic greater uniformity in 
Lltine biological measurements, especially of length. Accordingly the Sub
mmittee 

recommends (23) 

that ICNAF should inform ICES of its great interest in the 
subject of sampling and routine biological measurements 
and of its keen deair e for scientists from ICNAF member 
countries to participate in a meeting on this subject should 
one be organized by ICES, with a view to discussing pro
blems of mutual interest. 

Variability of sampling data 

Information on the variability of sampling data for sea scallop in Subarea 
(Document No. 65) and of estimates of selectivity (Document Nos. 44 and 98) 
u noted by the Subcommittee. It endorsed the views expressed at the 1963 
lnual Meeting that in all fisheries research appropriate statistical techniques 
lould be used wherever pOBlible to determine the variability of numerical data 
,d estimates derived therefrom. It therefore urges all SCientific workers in 
e ICNAF area to supply, wherever possible, in meeting documents, the 
!sults of analyses of variability in their sampling estimates. 

It also requests that this subject receive attention at the meeting referred 
in Recommendation (23). 

Sampling of discarded fish 

A request from the Statistics Subcommittee for advice on sampling pro
,dures for estimating discards was considered. Although no meeting documents 
, this subject were available, note was taken of recent published work [Jean, Y. 

Fish. Res. Bd. Canada 20(2). 1963] On discarding in the Canadian trawl fi8h~ 
'ies in Subarea 4; this showed good agreement between the discard estimates 
,tained from different sources, including the observations of scientific observer s 
sea and log book records completed by skippers. The importance of obtaining 

:curate estimates of the quantities of discards by species and their age and size 
.mposition, especially for assessment work, was stressed by the Subcommittee 
lich accordingly 

recommends (24) 

that scientists in all member countries report before the 
next Annual Meeting on their methods of estimating the 
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consideration be given at that meeting to the appropriatE 
ness and efficiency of different sampling methods. 

5. The Subcommittee noted with approval the publication of Sampling Year
book Vol. 7 for 1962, and wishes to express its appreciation of the work of the 
Statistician in compiling it so promptly. 

Subcommittee on Sampling 

Annex 1. 	 Recommended Tabular Presentation of Length Composition and Age
Length Keys for the Sampling Yearbook 

Gear 
Catchu/Landings 
Quarter Months 
Country 
Tonnage class 

Length composition 
No. per mille 

Age I 2 3 4 5 --- etc. of 
ages 

Length read 
Group Jan. Feb. Mar. 
(cm) 
length Figures in age-length key 


groups as to be the actual numbers 

specified .of ages read, not 


for the percentage s 
species in 

question 

Age 

compo 


Feb. 
per 


mille Mar. 


Jan. 	 ...~l 
Serial numbers 

Number of samples 

Number of fish measured per month (1) (2) (3) 


Mean length of individual fish (em) 

per month (1) (2) (3) 

Mean weight of indiVidual fish (kg) 
per month (1) (2) (3) 

Total weight caught or landed in 
1 ( 2) l'~) 
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\PPENDIX V - REPORT OF SUBCOMMITTEE ON GEAR AND SELECTIVITY 


Chairman. Dr. W. Templeman; Rapporteur. Mr. B. B. Parrish 

The Subcommittee met on Monday. 25th and Thursday. 28th May. Repre
ltatives from most member countries attended both sessions. 

Selectivity of Cod-end Materials 

Further information on the differences in selectivity between codends of 
'ferent materials was presented in Documents No. 48 and n. The results in 
cument No. n of an estimation of the mesh size differentials for different 
tterials to give the same selectivity were considered. The Subcommittee agreed 
Lt. from the data available from experiments carried out in both the North- Wes'; 
d North-East Atlantic. the selectivity of double and single braided codends 
tde from polyamide and polyester fibres was. on average. about 100/. higher than 
double manila codends. On the other hand. polyethylene codends have about the 
me selectivity as manila ones. At present. too few data on the selectivity of 
lypropylene (e. g. ulstron) codends are available for its relative selectivity to 
determined. It was therefore agreed that should the Commission wish to intro

ce trawl mesh size differentials for synthetic materials based on equivalence of 
lectivity. the appropriate values would be as follows:

Polyethylene (e. g. courlene) - same mesh size as manila; 
Polyamide (e. g. nylon, perlon) and polyester (e. g. terylene) - mesh size 

5 -15% smaller than manila. 

The Subcommittee also noted that although no selectivity data are available 
r Danish seine-nets fished in the ICNAF Area; results of past experiments with 
LS gear in the North-East Atlantic have shown it to have a greater selectivity 
3.n trawls for roundfish species. 

Tabular Summaries of Selectivity Data 

Further results of routine selectivity experiments were presented for cod, 
ddock. redfish and American plaice in Documents No. 30.48. 66 and 88. 

The importance of maintaining the tabular summaries of selectivity data. 
recommended at the 1963 Annual Meeting (Recommendation 23, Redbook 1963 • 

. I. p.49) was emphasised. and the Subcommittee 

recommends (25) 

that the collection of tabular summaries be continued. In 
this connection the importance of supplying all items of 
data needed for the completion of these summaries is 
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i. Standard Reference SXltem for Net Materiall 

The deeirabUity of adopting a Itandard reference Iyltem when reporting 
nformation on netting twine sizel Wal stressed. It was agreed that the Tex num
lering system, as recently recommended by the International Standards Organi
!ation (1. S. 0). is the most appropriate for this purpose. It was further agreed 
;hat, to auist ICNAF scientists in this respect, Dr. von Brandt in collaboration 
lVith Mr. Carruthers (Canada) should prepare a list of the Tex numbers for 
:naterials used in the ICNAF fisheries for presentation as a meeting document at 
:he 1965 Annual Meeting. 

t. Compilation of length, weight and girth data 

In accordance with Recommendation No. 2.4 (Redbook 1963) made at the 
1963 Annual Meeting, data were presented by a number of workel'8 on length, 
weight and girth measuremente of neh (Documents No. 30, 47. 51. 90). 

The ulefulneB8 of such data in ASIeSBment work for gauging Ukely time or 
area changel in codend eelectivity wal emphaeiled, elpecially in the northern 
subareae, where large ,ealonal and annual changn in girth-length and condition 
factor take place. The Subcommittee therefore 

recommends (2.6) 

that countries should continue to collect girth, weight and 
length data in their fisherie s. especially in the northern 
subareas. and submit their results to the Secretariat or 
present them in meeting documents. It agreed that an 
appropriate method of presentation is in the form of re
gression equations and diagrams. as illustrated in 
Documents No. 30 and 47. 

5. Meshing of Redfish 

Further observations on the meshing of redfish in trawls fished in Sub
areas 2., 3 and 5 respectively were presented in Documents No. 48 and 88. and 
Templeman reported verbally on the results of Newfoundland experiments in Sub
II.rea 3. The se observations suggest that the effect of meshing on the overall 
selectivity of the codend is small. and that the extent of meshing varies with the 
l'1et material. and its hanging. The Russian observations showed that meshing is 
greatest when the mode of the size composition of the catch coincides with 50% 
selection point of the mesh in use. 

The importance of further information on redfish meshing in the ICNAF 
Hsheries was stressed and the Subcommittee therefore 
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recommends (Z7) 

that workers should continue to report in meeting docu
ments the reeults of experimentl on the meshing of 
redflsh. 

Developments in Gear and Fishing Method. 

Information on development. and changes in the gear ueed in the ICNAF 
sheries was preeented in Documents No. 7Z and 93 and in verbal communication•. 
b.ese report. indicated that significant changes in geara. especially in the 
.ateriala used in their construction. are taking place continuou.ly in the ICNAF 
aheries. The Subcommittee agreed that regular and comprehensive information 
1 .uch developmenU, e.pecially on the materials and melh size. ueed in the 
awl fi.herie. for both regulated and non-regulated .pecie •• it of major impor
nce in the scientific work of the Commiuion. It is therefore 

recommended (Z8) 

that .ummary data of codend mesh .ize by country, .ub
area, main .pecie. fi.hed. type and material of trawl, 
and other relevant information should be reported annually 
to the Secretariat on the form preacribed in Annex 1 to 
this Report. The data should be .ummari.ed annually by 
the Secretariat in a meeting document, and should be pub
lished every three years in the List of Venels summary. 

The Subcommittee also 

recommends (Z9) 

that descriptions of major developments in gear used in 
the fisheries in the ICNAF Area should continue to be 
reported as documents to Annual Meetings. 

Variability of Selection Data 

The results of analyses of the variability of data from past selectivity ex
riments in the ICNAF and ICES areas were preeented in Documents No. 44 and 

The importance of such analyses in auessments of differences in selectivity 
:ween nets made of different materials. as outlined in para. 1. above. was 
essed. 

Selectivity and Catch Size 

Further evidence of a decrease in codend selectivity with increase in catch 
e was reported by Dr. Templeman for haddock in Subarea 3. Dr. Bohl for re
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erma.n experimentl, no decre8.le in selectivity with catch lize was observed for 
!rrlng. 

Meeh Measuring Gauges 

Mr. Beverton reported that. as requested at the 1963 Annual Meeting, he 
!d consulted the manufacturers of the ICES gauge about its unsuitability for mea
tlring meshes larger than 120 mm (43/4") and that they had agreed to make the 
ecessary modifications to the gauge so that larger meshee can be measured by it. 

Evidence reported by Canada, and previous experience. suggests that un
er average working conditions the ICNAF gauge. used at a pressure of 12 lbs. 
ivee readings 40/0 to 70/0 higher than that of the ICES gauge at a pressure of 4 kg. 
'hie range of difference includes results obtained with nets made of both manila 
nd Iynthetic fibres. 

Canada also reported comparisons in which an ICNAF gauge, used at a 
reesure of 12 lbs, also gave readings in the region of 5% higher than those ob
ained by a parallel-eided amorcement-type gauge, used so as to "pass easily 
brough" the mesh. It hal to be recognised, however I that interpretation of the 
lords "shall pase easily through" is inevitably to some degree subjective. and 
hat the results obtained by a parallel-sided gauge may be correspondingly 
ariable. 

O. Topside Chafing Gear 

Reports were presented on the effects on codend selectivity of a British 
:lultiple flap-type chafer (Document No. 67) already accepted by the Commission 
nd a new Russian cover -type chafer (Document No. 88) used by large Russian and 
'oUsh trawlers. The latter chafer is of the same material and mesh size as the 
odend and attached fo the rear part of the codend and laced. mesh for mesh. 
long the fore and side selvedges. and also joined to the codend along the trailing 
dge. 

The experimental results obtained with the Russian chafer during trawling 
xperiments on redfish in Subarea 3 showed no effect on the 50% selection length 
ut a decrease in selection range. No data were presented on the effect of this 
hafer on selectivity for species other than redfish. 

The Subcommittee 

recommends (30) 

that the results of further experiments. especially on cod 
and haddock, with the Russian type of chafer described in 
n ....,..",.,.,"'nt No 8 u e re orted to the 1 65 Annual 
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It further 

recommend. (31) 

that in reporting the ruwts of the experiments referred 
to in Recommendation ~:o and of other ulectivity experi
menta, the catchea by length group' ,hould be prelllnted 
on a haul-by-haul bali, (a, in Document No. 67) '0 &I to 
'how the variability of the data. 
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Annex 1 

Sl8tftllneE ON GEAR AHQ sillCT1ylrt 

IDAAFT FORM) 

ICNAF 

TRAWL WlTERIAL AND MESH SIZE SAMPLING Sl»M\RY 

(FOR All FISHERIES IN THE CONVENTION AREA 
IlIClUDING THAT FOR NDN-ReGULATED SPECIES) 

____________ _______________ YEAR ________COUNT~Y S~AREAS 

MAIN SPECIES FISHED: COD REDFISH OTHUiS 
HADDOCK (WRITE IN NAMI OF SPECIES 
FLATFISH ABOVE, 1.6. HERRING, 

SILVER HAKl, ITC.) 
TvPl! 0' 
TRAWL: 80TTOM PELAGIC DANISH SE IN! 

NUMSER CODfNDS MEASURED 

lev AViRAIIl MaSH SlZ! GROUP) 

PoLYAHIOS PoLY•ME:~E • ?W PoLy.. I 
'WWIIY.. _.", ..... ";~,:~/ I~~!:IPOI 

111M 
INCHES {APPRQx.1 Hl\l USED HI,. USED NI,. UUD NE,. USED NE" USED 

1).,/4 

,/4-1 1/4 ! 
1 1/4-! ,/4 

2 1/4-2 ,/4 57-70 ! 

2 3/4-' 1/4 *83 i ! 
! 

J, t 
5 3/4-6 1/4 146-159 , I , 

ICMF ___________ ICES ___________
MESH GAUGe US£D: 

TOpsIDE CHAfiNG GEAR INFORMATlOIj 

TYPE ____________tbl8£R OF ABOVE CODENDS USING CHAFER ___________ 

Nw~SS _________DATI ________ REPORTID BY ________ 

(I) USE A SEPARATE SHEET FOR EACH SUBAREA (WHERE POSSIBU), EACH MAIN SPECIES FISHED, AND EACH TRAWL TYPE. 

(2) CIRCLE MAIN SPECIES GROUPS AND TRAWL TYPE. 

(') MESH SIZE GROUPS RtPRESENT THE fRtQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGE IIIESH SIZES IN THE CODENDS MEASURED. 

(4) ioIiERE POSSIBLE INCLUDE INFORMATION ABOUT CIlAFING GEAR \11TH BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE TYPE USED. 
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REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 


Chairman: Dr.C. E. Lucas 

All member countries except Spain were represented at one or other of 
e meetings. The principal discussions concerned the results of the Environ
ental Symposium, the ICNAF Survey (NORWESTLANT I-III) and the environ
ental aspects of the various national programmes. The detailed consideration 
the results of the survey were considered and reported upon by a coordinating 
oup under the chairmanship of the Survey Leader. Mr. A. Lee (Annex 2) 

In opening the meeting the Chairman welcomed all those attending and in 
rticular thanked the many workers. present and absent. who during the course 
the year had helped in one or other of the committee's activities. 

Environmental Symposium 

This was held, by courte sy of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
Lited Nations, in Rome, over the period Z7th Ja.nuary-lst February, 1964, and 
e Subcommittee Wlanimously 

recommend. (32.) 

that the Commission's appreciation be officially conveyed 
to the Director General of FAO, Dr. Sen, for the Orga
nization's generous and invaluable hospitality on this 
occasion, and especially for the help rendered by the staff 
of Biology Branch of Fisheries Division. 

The Chairman reminded members that the reports of the Chairman and 
mveners of the Symposium had been circulated and were now available to the 
,mmission; in due course a copy of the transcript of the discussion, which took 
~ce at the last session. would be available for all contributors and participants. 
Le response to the request for contributions had been extremely good, so that 
~ costs of publication. as budgeted tentatively in 1963. would be greater than 
pected. The possibility of keeping these to a minimum. by printing by the off
t process, was therefore being considered. By this means it was hoped to pub
,h all the contributions and special lectures, together with the introductory re
rts, during the forthcoming year. Most of the papers had been prepared for 
~ press and only the final editing remained to be completed; it was agreed that 
should be left to a group, comprising the Chairman, the Executive Secretary 
d Mr. Lee, to submit final proposals for editing to the Steering and Publications 
'mmittee . [see Recommendation 0)**]. 
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a note briefly reviewing a number of the principal points raised in discussion; 
this is attached as Annex I to this Report, with numbered paragraphs to which 
the following recommendations, agreed by the Subcommittee, refer. 

(a) 	an Monitoring (para. 3) the Subcommittee 

recommends (33) 

that the observations of environmental factors at coastal 
stations and offshore points, including weather ships and 
moored buoys, and making the fullest use of automatic re 
cording apparatus, be continued and encouraged with 
special reference to temperature and current measure
ments: with the objective, first, of monitoring the hydro
graphic conditions and, second, of finding ways and 
means for predicting long-term trends which may be of 
significance for the fisheries. 

It is hoped that Dr. L. M. Lauzier, and others who were associated in sug
gesting such a resolution, will assist in its implementation, and that members of 
ICNAF attending forthcoming meetings of 1. O. C. will try to ensure tilat the in
terests of ICNAF are borne in mind whenever arrangements for monitoring are 
discussed. 

(b) 	 On other environmental factor s (para. 4) the Subcommittee 

recommends (34) 

(1) 	 that the attention of hydrographers be drawn to the 
value in fisheries investigations of information con
cerning a range of environmental factors additional to 
the conventional ones, particularly direct current 
measurements and lTIeasurements of the intensity and 
quality of sublTIarine light and their rates of change. 

(ii) 	 that, as the environment is naturally a complex of 
factors, and the real effects of anyone factor may 
not be found by studying it alone, attention lTIust also 
be paid to the inter-relationship of factors. 

(c) On behaviour and physiology (paras. 4 and 5), the SubcomlTIittee 

recommends (35) 

(i) 	 that studies of the behaviour of fish in relation to the 
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(ii) 	 that for the reactions of the fish to be understood 

fully, associated studies of the internal procenel 
(neural and hormonal) governing these reactions, in 
relation to the environmental "triggers II stimulating 
them, are needed. 

(d) On young stages o.f the life history (para. 6), the Subcommittee 

recommends (36) 

that, because of (1) the need to understand the causes be
hind "fluctuations" and (2) the possibility (see Report of 
Assessment Subcommittee) that thereby preliminary as
sessments may be made of fish stocks which are not yet, 
or not yet adequately, sampled commercially, improved 
methods of surveying the abundance and distribution of 
the young stages of fish are required. 

There are two principal stages during which fluctuations in year-clan 
l'ength may be determined:- (1) during the early pelagic stage and (2) ~ 
!ttlement. Special efforts must therefore be devoted to the ecology of both 
ages. if an understanding is to be obtained of the timing and causation of mor
lity. For such studies to be successful special attention mUllt be paid to (1) the 
ethods of sampling during the pelagic stage and after settlement, and especially 
.e comparability of resulting samples, and (2) the planning of surveys, especial
. to secure the intensity of sampling in time and space, probably by cooperative 
Iort, which alone will ensure Significant results in relation to the problem 
,del' investigation. In order to further our knowledge of the causes of fluctua
Jns, there is need for an intensification of the study of inter-specific relation
tips as, for example, revealed by predation (see also Report of Assessment 
Ibcommittee) . 

(e) On trophic interrelationshi£!., another subject which attracted discus
on at the Symposium, the need was expressed for a better understanding of the 
)mmunities within which fish live and especially the organisms which provide 
.eir food. Knowledge is needed of production at the principal ecological levels; 
om the phytoplankton, through the zooplankton and bottom fauna to the smaller 
ld larger fish in the community. In particular, information is needed concern
g the efficiency with which energy is transmitted between and within these 
vels. The Subcommittee commended the interest shown by the ACMRR of FAa 
this subject, and noted the views expressed by the Assessment Subcommittee 
the last part of their present report. The Environmental Subcommittee com

ends the pioneer work already being done in this field and 

recommends (37) 

,.. ,"'_.,.TA T:" 11 
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levels, and should cooperate in any way possible with the 
promotion of other activities, such as the Symposium 
being considered by FAO, in this connection. 

Other matters raised in the note on the Symposium are dealt with else
where. 

Z. ICNAF Environmental Survey 

In accepting the report of the Coordinating Group on the survey and on th 
arrangements proposed for completing and publishing the results of NORWEST
LANT (attached as A-F in Annex Z), the SUbcommittee joined the Chairman in 
expreasing his aincere appreciation of Mr. Lee's leadership and guidance throul 
out the planning and execution of this extensive programme. It 

recommends (38) 

that the proposals and recommendations of the coordinat. 
ing group concerning the NORWESTLANT Survey contain 
in paras. A-F in Annex 2 of this report be adopted. 

The possibility of repeating the ICNAF cooperative survey in appropriate 
form has been raised in various quarters, and it is recognised that a repeat of 
this survey would contribute towards the requirements of recommendation (36) 
above. Such a proposaL however, requires very careful consideration, and thE 
Subcommittee 

recommends (39) 

that the cour Se of action concerning the possibility of 
future ICNAF environmental surveys, as outlined in para 
G of Annex 2 to this Report be adopted, with a view to 
considering the possibility of repeating the survey, in th. 
light of information which should be available at the 1965 
meeting. 

Noting the ready assistance given by ICES scientists to both the rCNAF 
Survey and the Symposium, as well as periodical hospitality to ICNAF meetings 
in Copenhagen, the Subcommittee propose that a message of appreciation should 
accordingly be sent to ICES. 

3. Other environmental studies 

{al National Reports 
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'. 59. 61. 62. 74. 79. 94 and 99. Developments of special interest concerned 
e U. S. program of herring hydrography in Subareas 4 and 5 (18): the Canadian 
.d U. S. programs of benthos sampling (18 and 36); the German observations on 
e increa.e in the .mall haddock population off south-west and south-east 
~eenland and its relatively high growth rate (29); the Canadian record. of warm·· 
g and cooling cycles over the Scotian Bank. during the period 1880 to date and 
eliminary foreca.ta of conditions a few months ahead (36): their .tudie. of 
lter tran.parency. sea-bed types. fi.h-feeding in relation to temperature and 
.ergy loues in relation to muscular effort (36): the work of the Edinbur gh 
:eanographic Laboratory on the distribution of different groups of redfish (42): 
e work of USSR scientists on the movements of hake in l' elation to environmen
I conditions (59 and 61). and on plankton condition in Subareas 4 and 5 (62); the 
;SR .tudie. of cod migrations around Greenland (94) and the Danish information 
. the recent failure of the inshore pound-net fishery for cod by Greenland 
,hermen (99). 

The Subcommittee heard with appreCiation the information provided by 
,. H. W. Graham about the new R. V. ALBATROSS IV commiuioned by the U. S. 
lreau. with a program centred on groundfish. scallops. benthos. hydrography 
.d other environmental objectives. and wished her every luccess. 

(b) Continuous Plankton Recorder Survey 

The Subcommittee noted the rapid develop:ment of this survey over the 
lstern part of the North Atlantic Ocean during the last few years and especially 
e network of routes now being operated within the ICNAF area and adjacent to 

Valuable infor:mation on the occurrence of redfish larvae over the banks and 
ep oceanic areas (and adults) had already been obtained. and Document No. 43 
ve promise of further valuable information as the survey developed. The Sub
mmittee recognised the importance of such information for the ICNAF pro
amme and expressed the hope that the survey would not only be maintained but 
at it would develop further. 

Sea-bed Drifters (Document No. 35) 

Referring to Recommendation 37 1963. Mr. Lee drew attention to Docu
ent No. 35. providing an account of the various kinds of sea-bed drifters in use. 
le Subcommittee noted the information and 

recommends (40) 

that the representatives of member countries be urged to 
make arrangements for publishing similar accounts of 
these "drifters" in their own countries in a form suitable 
for securing the interest of fishermen. and others who 
may find them. in returning them to the scientists con
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5. F.A.O. 

Mr. S. J. Holt reported two Hems of direct interest to ICNAF: (a) the pro
posal from the ACMRR of FAO to IOC that the Znd International Ocea.nographic 

Congress should include a sessio.n devoted to "Fisheries Oceanography" and (b) 
that representatives of ACMRR had been invited to join SCOR representatives, 

under the Chairmanship of Dr. G. Hempel. to diecuas problems involved in pro

posals for the organised exchange of biological data. 

Environmental Subcommittee 

Annex 1. Informal Report On the Environmental Symposium 

1. Humans are seldom left unaware for long of the effects of the ever chang
ing environment. but in many ways cold-blooded animalll are even more im
mediately subject to these variations. perhaps particularly those living in intima' 
contact with the marine environment. Situated as they are. along a relatively 
narrow Continental Shelf extending over some 30· of latitude. the fisheries of the 
[CN AF area may be regarded as particularly exposed to changes in their aquatic 
environment, ranging from water movements that may carry fish eggs and larva,; 
and their food off the Shelf to major climatic changes in the North which may per 
mit ,or make impossible the continued existence of stocks of commercial fish. 
rCNAF has made considerable progress in assessing the stocks of fish at present 
available. and is beginning to tackle the problems of the effects of fishing on then 
but it was the recognition that such assessments are always subject to environ
mental qualifications that resulted in the environmental programme of 1961. 
This comprised three main parts, (a) the general programme from which results 
are now emerging each year, (b) the environmental survey on which Mr. Lee wil: 
be reporting and (c) the Environmental Symposium which was held this year in 
Rome. 

2. The circulated reports of the Conveners. and introduction by the Chair
man. provide a general account of what was a well attended and valuable series 
of meetings. In addition to bringing together masses of data hitherto unavailable 
it provided opportunities for scientists to meet and exchange ideas, and indeed 
confront each other with different interpretations of the available data. Two im
portant points which 'were immediately evident were (a), de spite their bulk, the 
relatively limited nature of the environmental data being collected (principally 
concerning temperatures) and, to SOme extent consequentially (b) the tendency to 
produce over-simplified and possibly at times fallacious associations between. 
say, temperature variations and variations in fish numbers etc. 

3. For a11 that the need waS recognised and strongly urged for an increase ir 
the monitoring of both temperature and salinity data, for different regions over 
the whole North Atlantic, so as to understand better how these may be linked and 
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Iheriee) of meteorological data, because of the significance for the aquatic en
ronment of exchanges acrose the air/water interface. In deputising for Dr. 
arty, Mr. Parrish in his report also touches on such matters when drawing at 
ntion to the importance for fisheries and fishermen of environmental factors 
,nging from weather to the nature of the sea bed. 

It was repeatedly streBled, however, that insufficient environmental 
ctors are being investigated in detail. Those being neglected include p088ibly 
'me of whose .ignificance we are a. yet unaware, but among those with which 
e are familiar, nutrients, the planktonic and other food organi.ms, the .trength 
ld direction of ocean currents and the intenSity and quality of submarine light 
'e evidently of great significance. It was also stressed that the environment is 
lturallya complex of factors, 80 that the real effect of anyone may not necel
.rily be found by studying it alone; consideration should be given to the effect. 
, the inter-relationships of factors and, as laboratory work in this and other 
elds has shown, to the rates of change of environmental factors and pOllllible 
,reshold values that may .erve as triggers to influence respon.ive elements, 
~ural or hormonal, in the internal environment of the fish. 

It is reflections such as these that convinced most if not all of those pre

mt of the urgent need for studies, in integrated detail, of both the environment 

ld of the fish (and their fellows in the marine community) themselves. In order 
understand the environmental picture it is necessary not only to understand it 

. detail, but to understand in corresponding detail the reactions of the fish to 

.fferent aspects of the environment (including fishing gear). and the internal 
~ocesses governing them. This conclusion points strongly to the need for much 
.ore experimental work, not only in the laboratory but also in small scale 
lemi natural" environmental situations, such as those envisaged by ICES in the 
<perimental herring programme it is at present considering. 

In One fishery or another there have already been a number of investiga
ons of the well known fluctuations in the abundance of year classes, and their 
,lationships to the even greater fluctuations in the abundance of eggs, larvae 
ld young fish. But great difficulties have been met in assessing such fluctua
ons with the requisite accuracy for comparison with commercial data, and 
,any speakers stressed the need for greater facilities and for more careful 
.anning of such investigations. It is necessary also to understand more than we 
) at present about spawning processes and the factors influencing them. There 

a dearth of information about young fish in the first year or two of their lives 
a stage of life history which is very difficult to sample but which must be 
:udied if we are to under stand the causes of fluctuations in the strengths of 
~ar clas ses. 

It was considerations of the environmental aspects of such fluctuations 
,at led to the planning of the NORWESTLANT survey. While this was remark
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particular, there was a general feeling among those attending the Synlposium the 
the value of the results would be greatly increased if the survey could be repeate 
if pouible even more intensively, based on the analysis of the results in 1963 u 
the experience gained in this first large scale cooperation under ICNAF auspice! 

8. There is no need here to stre811 the rapidly developing interest in the off
shore stocke of herring in the ICNAF area, and an additional section of the Sym
posium was planned to bring together information already available. Perhaps th 
chief conclusion wa. that much more work iI needed in the important task of 
identifying the different stocks and components concerned in these important 
herring filheriee. 

9. Perhap. the laet of the important pointe arising, now being experienced 
fully in all aepects of the Commiesion's work, ie the euential part to be played 
by cooperation between laboratories, between countriee and between workers in 
different disciplines, if real .ucce81 is to be achieved. Not only is cooperation 
needed, however, but in many in.tances greater research facilitie. will be eSSe1 
tial if results which are applicable. and on which complete reliance can be basec 
are to be obtained. Perhaps a moment'. reflection on the tremendous size of th, 
oceana, and the tremendous distances over which fish stocks, and individual £is! 
range, will show that this is not unreasonable. 

C. E. ·Lucas 
21st May. 1964 
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Environm ental Subcommitte e 

Annex Z. Report on the NOR WEST LANT Surveys 

and arrangements for publication of the results 


Surveys NORWESTLANT 1-3 were successfully completed by the end of 
,y 1963. Bad weather and ice caused the omission of a small number of planned 
,tions, but these were fewer than expected. At the time of the ICES meeting in 
,drid in October a meeting of the group responsible for the coordination of the 
~veye wae held. It was then agreed that in accordance with the recommenda
ne of the Environmental Subcommittee made at the 1963 meeting of the R&S 
mmittee (see Redbook 1963, Part I. p.59):

1. Each participating country should endeavour to work up its material 
and report upon it to the present R&S Committee Meeting. The preparation 
of these reports should be made on certain approved guide-lines. 

Z. Dilcullionll should take place at this present meeting on how to inte
grate these national reports into a lingle volume to be published in the 
ICNAF Special Publication series. This integration should be completed 
by the date of the meeting of the R&S Committee in 1965. 

3. Countries if they so wished could publish their own national reports in 
their own journals prior to the publication of the ICNAF Special Publication, 
but that these reports would nevertheless be incorporated in the integrated 
report. 

4. The question of repeating the surveys be considered at this present 
R&:S Committee Meeting. 

The national reports have been completed and form Documents 2.0-2.7, 53
and 63 -64 of this meeting. Other reports on the surveys form documents 38

95 and 97. The hydrographic and the phytoplankton data were all processed 
I circulated to participants in the surveys by April 1964 thanks to the great 
:>rts of Mr. C. D. Sauer at the Canadian Oceanographic Data C entre and Dr. M. 
lbricht respectively. 

The documents submitted to this meeting show:

0) that although large numbers of cod eggs were found around South 
Greenland, only a small number of cod larvae were taken off West Green
land. Other cod larvae were found between Iceland and East Greenland 
and an area of cod spawning was found off North Labrador. The number 
of cod larvae found off West Greenland was very low when compared with 
Danish results in previous years and likewise the number of redffsh larvae 
found in the Irminger Sea was lower than in previous years. Both cod lar
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stages 	of Calanus became abundant about a month later than usual: the 
importance of this in relation to the heavy larval mortality which was 
found has to be examined. 

(2) the water mass structure over a wide area during the period April 
July and in particular the existence of an upwelling area along the easterr 
boundary of the Irminger Current. They also demonstrate the complex
ities of the circulation and the need for many more direct current mea
surements. The documents contain a wealth of chemical data which have 
yet to be linked to the phytoplankton results, but it is clear already that 
production was at a peak in April off West Gr eenland and then declined, 
and that it followed the opposite course off East Greenland. 

(3) that fishing by line from weather ships and research vessels in the 
Irminger Sea led to the capture of a number of pelagic redfish. This 
seems to indicate that these fish concentrate there in the month or so 
after extrusion of larvae has taken place. 

(4) the need for (a) more intercalibration of the gear and methods used in 
both hydrographic and plankton work, (b) more precise standard instruc
tions about'the form of national reports etc. in any futur e similar surveYE 

C. 	 At the present meeting discussion of the steps to be taken in order to fill 
the few gaps apparent in the national reports have indicated that: 

(1) NODC, Washington could make available the BT and surface tempera· 
ture data from Ocean Weather Station BRAVO for the period of the survey 

(2) U. K. would be prepared to complete the analysis of the German zoo
plankton samples. 

(3) the agreed list of priorities must be followed when working up the zoo 
plankton, if the final report is to be ready by May 1965. 

(4) all participants had received the provisional CODC Hydrographic Datil 
books, but that some had not yet been able to acknowledge receipt. 

(5) CODC should be asked to compute the oxygen saturation values using 
Truesdale's formula when it issues the databooks in their final form in 
June, 1964. 

D. Further, as far as the plan to integrate the national reports into a final 
report by May 1965 is concerned, the Co-ordinating Group for the NORWESTLA~ 
Surveys agreed that this integration should be done on the basis of subjects, and 
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1. Introduction to the Surveys C. E. Lucas 

2. Eggs and larvae 

2. 1. Cod P. Hansen 

2. 2. Redfish J. Magnusson 

2. 3. Others 

2. 3. 1. Wolffish P. Hansen 
2. 3. 2. Greenland halibut E. Smidt 
2. 3. 3. Halibut E. Smidt 
2. 3. 4. American plaice 1'1.. Wells 
2. 3. 5. CapeUn Mrs. J. Magnus son 

2. 4. Feeding V. Bainbridge 

3. Zooplankton R. S. Glover /J. Corlett 

4. Phytoplankton M. Gillbricht 

5. Adult fish 

6. Hydrography 

6. 1. Physical A. J. Lee 

6. 2. Chemical R. Platford 

6. 3. Ice H. Thomsen 

6. 4. Meteorology Gruenewald 

7. Whales D. Sergeant 

8. Scattering Layers A. J. Lee 

9. Summary chaEter A. J. Lee 

The list of national correspondents is shown in Table 1 at pages 13 and 14. 

Mr. Lee will send out a circular explaining the above scheme for the 
:egration of the reports to all the above correspondents, the subject co-ordina
~ s, all participants in the surveys, and any inter ested institutions. 
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(1) 	 while the general report should be published in as full a form as is 
possible in the ICNAF Special Publication series, in view of the ap
proach made to ICNAF on behalf of the American Geographical 
Society, 	the Steering and Publications Subcommittee should be asked 
to examine the possibility of the charts and diagrams being published 
in addition on a large-scale in atlas form in the Serial Atlas of the 
Marine Environment. It i. proviaionally estimated that the ICNAF 
Special Publication will amount to 300 pages, including text and dia
grams. (see Recs. (2)++ and (3)] 

(2) 	 the Steering and Publications Committee should be asked to look into 
the question of providing sufficient reprints for all scientists concer
ned with the production of the final report. 

(3) 	 there 11 no need to publish data lists, either hydrographic or bio
logical. The corrected CODC hydrographic data books be distributed 
to participants in the surveys, World Data Centres A &: B, ICES and 
the ICNAF Secretariat. Tables of plankton and of egg and larval data 
should be sent by ea.ch participating country to the ICNAF Secretariat 
who would thus eventually hold a complete set of the biological data. 
Thh they would copy and they would then send one copy of the whole 
of the biological data to each participant. 

F. In order to make subject coordination easier and to extract as much scien
tific benefit as p088ible from the results of the surveys at an early date, the 
,roup 

recommends (41)*+ 

that 	a meeting of those responsible for preparing the final 
report of NORWESTLANT be held at national expense in 
Copenhagen on 2.5 and 2.6 September (i. e. immediately 
before the 1964 ICES CouncU Meeting). At this meeting 
the 	results of the surveys to date would be discussed, and 
the 	Co-ordinating Group ur ged strongly that member 
countries of ICNAF should be asked to send as many as 
possible of their experts who have been concerned with 
the 	collection and analysis of NORWEST LANT material. 

The group agreed that the typescripts of the final reports on each subject 
should be sent to the ICNAF Secretariat for duplication as they become available. 
Copies would then be sent to all subject co-ordinators. 

G. There is a aeneral desire amon the group for the 1963 surveys to be r e
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l'equire new techniques, e. g. of current measurement, plankton collection etc. 
and that the development of these should therefore be hastened as much as pos
sible over the next year or two. There is also a need for intercalibration and 
standardization of methods over thie period and the letting up under ICES and 
,SCOR of international working groupe on thil lubject has been noted. It h felt 
that ICNAF scientUtB should collaborate in every way pOlSible with these groups 
and should take every possible early opportunity to carry out intercalibration and 
etandardizatton e:Ksrciles. 



Table l. National Correspondents 

Subject No. 

Country 2. 1 2.2 2. 3 Z.4 3 

Canada Wells Wells Wells Wells Grainger 

Denmark Hansen Hansen Smidt Hansen Vagn Hansen 

France Beaudouin Beaudouin Beaudouin Beaudouin Beaudouin 

Germany Kotthaus Kotthaus Kotthaus Kotthaus Kottbaus , 
Iceland Mrs~ Magnusson Magnusson Magnusson Magnusson HallgrUnsson 

Norway Bratberg Bratberg Bratberg Bratberg Bratberg 

UK Corlett Corlett Corlett Bainbridge Glover 

USSR Alekseev Alekseev Alekseev Alekseev Alek.aeev 

txl 
I:' 
S . ... 
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Table l. (cont'd) National Correspondents 

Subject No. 4 5 6. I 6. Z 8 

Country 

Canada Grainger Campbell Platford 

Denmark Steenruan Nielsen Hermann Hermann Sm.idt 

France Beaudouin Dardignac Allain Dardignac Dardignac 

Germany Gillbricht Kotthaus Grasshoff Grasshoff Kinzer 

Iceland Thorar sdottir Magnusson Malmberg Mabnberg Magnusson 

Norway Bratberg Bratberg Blindheirn Blindheitn Bratberg 

UK Steele Corlett Lee Lee Lee 

USSR Alekseev Alekseev Alekseev Alekseev Alekseev 
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APPENDIX VII - REPOR T OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ASSESSMENTS 

Chairman, Dr. L. M. Dickie; Rapporteur, Mr. J. Gulland 

The Subcommittee met May 21 to 23 and on later occasions during the 
week follOwing and considered the following topics:

(1) 	 Mesh asses aments 
(Z) 	 Recent trends in catches and fishing activity 
(3) 	 Long term assessments of relation between catch and fishing 

activity 
(4) 	 Productivity of ICNAF fisheries 
(5) 	 Future work 

1. 	 Mesh Assessments 

1.1 	 Particular auessments requested by Commission (Plenary Agenda 
item 17) 

Assessments for certain stocks were re-examined, as detailed below: 

(i) 	 Redfish in Divisions 3NO. The assessments presented at the 1963 
meeting (Redbook p. 37) still represent the best available esthnates. 
They show an immediate loss for any mesh above 3", (considerable 
above 4-4 1/2"). 

(ii) 	 Redfish in Subarea 4. The c.ssessments made in the 1961 report 
(Tables 7H and 80) are the best estimates. They show immediate and 
probably also long-term losses for any mesh greater than 4". This 
fishery 	also catches some cod and haddock. The effect On the cod and 
haddock stocks of this fishery with small-meshed nets is believed not 
to be serious because the fish caught are thought to be few and large; 
there is however need for data on the size composition of cod and 
haddock caught in the redfish fi shery. 

(iii) 	 Flounder k Subarea 5. The present (unregulated) mesh in use in the 
yellowtail flounder fishery is 4 1/2-5". The 1961 assessment report 
(Table 8E) shows little Or no long-term gain for mesh sizes greater 
than 5". 

(iv) 	 American plaice in 4T. Discards of small fish in this fishery are ver~ 
large - more than 500/0 by number (Document No. 66). As stated in the 
1961 Mesh Assessment Report, an increase of mesh up to about 6" 
would release small unmarketed fish and would certainly give long
term gains, possibly substantial ones. 



(v) 	 Silver hake in Subarea 5. This fishery has expanded very greatly since 
the period studied in the 1961 report. There is a big difference between 
the 1961 estimates of total mortality (Z ..O. 45) and that derived from more 
recent Russian catch data (Z=1. 5). Further work is urgently needed to 
establish the relation between fishing effort and mortality and the Sub
committee commends the intention of Soviet and US scientists to continue 
such work. Length-composition data suggest that mesh sizes up to 3" 
would not cause much immediate loss, but that meshes greater than 4" 
would cause very considerable immediate. and probably also long-term 
losses. 

(vi) 	 Scallops in Subarea 5. The status of our knowledge on this fishery was 
reported in 1961, 1962. (Redbook Part 1) and 1963 (1963 Redbook Part II, 
pages 2.0 and 120). Mortality rates are moderately high and increases in 
age at first capture are thought likely to lead to long-term gains in yield 
per recruit. The gear in use has a ring size of about 3". and to increase 
the age at recruitment to the desired level a 'ring size of about 5" would 
be necessary. However, because rings of this size tend to stretch, and 
because also the selection curve under commercial fishing conditions is 
very flat, an increase of ring size would not be practicable. A minimum 
size limit was discussed, but no firm advice can yet be given on ita suit 
ability as a regulation measure. 

1. 2 General effects on mesh asseesments of recent changes in fisheries 

There have been two important changes since the period 1956-58 on which 
the original mesh as sessments were based (1961 Mesh Assessment Report). 
These are a general increase in the amount of fishing activity (see section 2.1). 
and a tendency (partly as a result of the increased fishing) for fishing to be con
centrated more on the smaller sizes of fish. 

The effect on mesh assessments of increased fishing has already been 
mentioned in previous reports: for any given stock the size of the optimum mesh 
is increased. and the long-term gain in terms of yield per recruit of using a 
larger mesh is also increased; on the other hand the immediate 10S8 in changing 
to a larger mesh will also be increased. 

The first effect on the mesh assessments of a greater concentration on 
smaller fish is that the number of fish which would be released by a larger 
mesh is increased. With fishing more concentrated on the sizes of fish just 
above the selection size, the proportion, E. of the released fish which will 
be recaptured is increased. though their average weight when recaptured, w, 
will be less. These effects act in opposite directions and the result is that the 
return in terms of weight (E x w) per individual fish will not be altered very 
much. Because more fish are released the effect of the change in fishing prac
tice on the assessments previously reported is that the numerical values of both 
immediate and long-term effects. whether gains or losses. should be increased. 
The effect of these two changes. i. e •• increased fishing and a greater concen
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Effect on mesh assessments 
Change in the fishery Immediate Lonl(-term chanl(e 

change Where 1961 Ass. Rept. predlcts:
Gain LOBS 

Increased fishing effort Bigger loss Bigger gain Smaller 10&s, or 
even a gain 

Greater..pre'ference for Bigger loss Bigger gain Bigger loss 
nnaller fllh 

This table shows that the direction of the resultant effect of th.e se two 
changes, though not itl! magnitude, can be predicted with some confidence 
where previous assessments showed that an increase of mesh size would 
result in a long-term gain. In such cases both changes re8ult in bigger long
term gains and bigger Immediate 10ese8. On the other hand, where previous 
aiselllments predicted a long-term loss. the two changes act in opposite 
directions on the long-term effect, and their resultant effect cannot yet be 
predicted. 

Recent trends in catches and fishinS activity 

2. 1 Total catches and fishing activity 

Table 1 and Figs. 1 and 2 show the total catches in recent years by 
species and subareas. Also shown are estiJ:nates of the total fishing activity 
In each subarea. These have been calculated as the sum of the days fished 
recorded in the Statistical Bulletin, plus a correction for the landings for 
which no effort in terms of days fished was recorded. No correction has 
been made for changes in size or efficiency of the ships, or in fishing prac
tice. 

There has been an increase in total landings since 1957 of over 30o/p. 
The main increases have been in the cod of Subareas 1 and 2. redfish (up to 
1960) of Subarea 2 and herring and silver hake in Subareal 4 and 5. Except 
for Subarea 1 cod theae are all stocks which were little fished. and the 
catches from the long-established fisheries - e. g. cod in Subarea 3 - have 
not increased appreciably. or have even decreased. In the northern a,reas 
particularly. the fishing activity has increased very greatly (more than doub
led between 1957 and 1961. Fig.1C), and the catch per day fished has dElclined. 

Z. 2 Changes in stock abundance_ 

The catch per fishing day. for a given class of vessel, is a good mea
sure of the success of tl:.e fishery and of the return to the fisherman. It may 
not be as,good a measure of the stock abundance, though in the past. and pro
bably also in the future, catch per unit fishing intensity is the most commonly 
used index. For biological purposes the crude measure of fishing activity has 
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and alBo a detailed knowledge of fishing practice. This latter requirement. 
in particular, is a matter for study by individuah. rather than the AlIBels
ment Subcommittee as a whole. The Subcommittee therefore welcomes the 
presentation in documents to this meeting of detailed individual analyses of 
certain stock. £Cod in Z. 3K. and L. - Documel1:t No. 76. and cod in 4V and W. 
and 4T and haddock in 4V and Wand in 5 - DocumentliNo:'6.and'9!. A major 
difficulty in usin~ catch and effort data occur. when more than on; spscie. 
may be caught. and there can be changes in the degree to which the ship. con
centrate on one species or another. The Subcommittee wish to encourage 
further research on this problem and alks the Statistical Committee to clarify 
and if pOllible standardize the use of the term 'species sought' as tabulated 
in the Statistical Bulletin. 

Long-term aaaeasmentB of relation between catch and fishins intensity 

Given the theoretical situation of one stock of fish. a given pattern of fish
19 and fish distribution. the yiel1i per recruit may be calculated for a given fish
19 interlsity (the fishing effort expre88ed in standardized units. to be proportional 
) the fishing mortality). and from it a curve obtained relating yield to fishing in
msity. The shape of this theoretical curve depends essentially on two ratios. 
:/Lro. the ratio of the size of the smallest fish caught to the maximum size a 
.sh could attain. and M/K. the ratio of the natural mortality rate to the rate at 
'hich the fish approaches its maximum size. If the smallest fish caught could 
otentially increase in weight several times (low lc/Len) and if they have a good 
hance of doing SO without dying naturally (low M/K). then the yield taken with a 
loderate fishing intensity. allowing the fish to grow to a reasonable size, will be 
ppreciably larger than that taken with intense fishing. which doee now allow the 
.sh to grow to any large size before being caught. On the otl+er hand. if the £ish 
annot greatly increase in size (high lc/Loo). and it is more probable that they will 
ie before approaching their maximum size (high M/K). then the greatest yield 
'ould be taken with a fairly high fishing intensity. In this case the fish would be 
aught quickly before many die naturally. even though they may not have a chance 
) grow much beyond their initial size at recruitment. If one ratio is small and 
Ie other large the situation would be intermediate. 

A typical curve relating equilibrium yield per recruit and fishing intensity 
)r cod, haddock and redfish stocks is shown in Figure 3 (top panel) as the full 
ne. Also shown as dotted lines are the two extreme situations possibly applic
ble to particular Btocks of theBe species in the ICNAF area. One Ie the curve 
ith the most pronounced peak (low values of lc/Loo and M/K) and the other is the 
attest curve (high lc/Loo and M/K); for all three curves the yield has been ex
res sed as a percentage of the maximum yield per recruit. In Figure 3 (bottom 
anel) the corresponding curves of catch per unit fishing intensity have been drawn 

All three curves have certain features in common. At very low fishing 
ltensities (between the origin and points A on the curves. where the catch is less 
lan 30% of the maximum catch), the yield is nearly proportional to the. fishing 
,t_na4tv. Ann th", f"'_lIItrh nAr unit fi. ~ v . v .. 
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At sUghtly higher intensities (between A and B on the curvu, with a 
yield between 30 and 80% of the maximum) the yield stUI increases qUite appre
ciably'with increasing intensity. but the catch per unit fishing intensity haa de
creased .ubstantially. For further increases in fishing intensity, the catch per 
unit inten.ity decreases .till further. but the total yield increase. only slowly 
until it reaches its maximum (C). Thereafter yield (at least for most stocks) 
actually decrea.ee at yet higher fhhing intenaitiee. 

For most ICNAF stocka the information available on growth. mortality 
etc. does not yet permit us to drawl. precise yield curve for particular fiBheriea 
or stocks. or to eatablish the present level of fishing intensity with accuracy. 
However. by taking a representative range of values of growth. mortality etc.• 
present relative levele of fiahing intensity for the various fiaheries may be clas
sified in general terma according to the zone on the yield per recruit curves 
(Fig. 3). These zone. can be defined in terms of the present yield per recruit 
(aa a percentage of the maximum) and in term. of the effect on that yield and the 
yield per unit intensity of a doubUng of fishing intensity, as follows: 

Effect of doublinJ;! the fishinJ;! intensity on:
Zone 	 Present yield Catch I Catch/intensity 

4 (as %of max.) 	 (aa %of present level) 
A 0-30 	 200-160 100-80 
B 30-SO 	 160-110 80-55 
C 80-100 	 110-90 55-45 
D 	 100- <95 <50 

The probable range of value. of growth, mortality etc. for particular 
fisheries have been taken from tho.e tabulated in Document No. 56. modified 
where neceaaary to allow for recent increasea in fishing activity. On this balis 
the following classification of position of aome of the major stocka in the ICNAF 
area may be drawn up. 

Table 2. 	 The position of aome major ICNAF stocks on the yield-fishing intensity 
curve 

Mean annual catch Probable 
('000 tonal zone on 	 Notes 

Species 	 Div. 1957-8 1962-3 yield curve 
Cod lA-F Z94 416 Cor D 

ZHJ 36 Z35 B. Cor D Very large recent in
crease in 	effort. Pos
sibly beyond max.) 

3KL 	 ZIZ Z66 Cor D (POI! aibly no max. in 
yield curve as in top 
curve on Fig. 3) 

~M 11 4 

I 
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rable Z. (cont/d) 

Mean annual catch Probable 
('000 tone) zone on Not.. 

Speciee Div. 1957-8 196Z-3 yield curve 
Cod 4X 13 17 (e) or D (Probably beyo~<\ max. 

4T+V(.p\ 
4W 
5YZ 

87) 
n) 
15 

138 

Z8 

e or D 
e or D 
Cor D (Probably clo.e to 

max.) 
iaddock 3NO 49 ZZ Cor D (Probably a little 

below max.) . 4X 19 17 B, Cor D 
4VW Z6 19 e or D 
5YZ SO 59 Cor D (ClolI" ;to Rtb:•.• pr~;-

bablva little above) 

For the redfiah atocka the data are not generally good enoullh to place .the 
)r8lent level of fisbing on a yield curve with any precialon, particularly &I there 
lave been very marked fluctUIII.tion. in the amount of filhlng on mOlt .tock.. How
Iver it can be fairly con:£lden~ly etated that none of the exploited .tock. are in 
lone A; that ii, any further increa.e in fi,hinll will give a marked reduction in 
:he catch per unit intenlit.y. though not necellarily a reduction in total catch. 

Thll table .hould be uled with .ome caution. Fir.t, like muh a..... • 
nentl, the yield. are on a pel:' recruit ba.lI. Actual yield. in any year, be.iele. 
iepending on the fhhing lnten.ity. depend al.o on the recruitment to the .tock in 
:he immediately preceding yea1'l. a. well a. on the availabUity of the fl.h and the 
'ilhinll aelectivity, none of which can at preunt be predicted. Secondly, no 
:hange. are a ..umed to occur in the courle of the developing li.hery in the pat
:ern of fiahlng, e. g. me.h lize, or in the concentration onto Imall or large fhh; 
lowever, .mall chang!!" in theee do not eubatantially alter the clauUication 
tbove. The yielda are aleo calculated ae equilibrium yielda obtained from fiBhing 
tt a given inteneity for a period. In atocks with many age-groupe in the fiBhery, 
e. g. cod and redfiah), a quickly developing intenae fiahery operating on a pre
'ioualy unexploited accumulation of neh can obtain, in the firat year or ao. a 
:atch appreciably bigger than could ever be lubsequently obtained as a lustained' 
rield. even with the optimum fishing intensity and mesh lize. The Subarea Z 
isheriea for redfish and cod are examples of rapidly expanding fisheries to which 
hie etatement might apply. 

Table Z shows that for virtually all the stocks of fish which. at least until 
'ecently. supporte!i major fisheriee in the IeNAF area, the fishing intensity is 
lround that giving the maximum sustained yield. Further increases in fishing in
en.ity can at beat increase the yield per recruit by some 10-ZO'0, and may in 
leveral stocke reduce it. In all stocks sustained increasee in fiahing activity are 
ikel to reduce the Ion -term catch er unit effort almoet in 1'0 orUon. 
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These conclusions agree in general with the observed trends in total catc 
and fishing activity described in the previous section. The total catch from the 
ICNAF area has increased appreciably in the last few years, but the increase he 
been achieved mainly by exploiting either species hitherto of only minor import. 

ance in the landings {e. g. herring and silver hake}, or previously lightly exploit 
stocks of the major species {e. g. cod and redfish at Labrador}. The degree to 
which this expansion on to new species or new stocks can continue is not a pro
blem that can be answered simply by yield per recruit calculations; as is dis
cussed in more detail in the next seetion. 

4. Productivity of ICNAF fisheries 

The statistical series compiled by ICNAF and summarized for the perio( 
since 1957 in Fig. 1 and Z show that overall landings have gradually increased, 
but at a slower rate than fishing activity. The consequence has been a drop of 
about 40% in the overall catch per unit fishing activity in the more northern Sub· 
areas 1, Z and 3. Production in the southern Subareas 4 and 5 remained relativ 
Iy constant up to 1961 but since then there have been recent substantial changes. 
Fishing activity data are not yet available for these later years. 

This decline of 40"/0 in the overall catch per unit fishing activity in Subar 
I, Z and 3 is Ie ss than would be predicted from the yield per recruit calculation 
lor the individual cod and haddock fisheries given in Table Z. 

There are two main reasons for this: one is that much of the recent in
crease in yield from these northern subareas has come from previously lightly 
fished stocks. The other is that the true fishing intensity shown in Fig. 3 has al 
most certainly increased substantially more than has our measure of fishing 
activity, which does not allow for increase in size of vessels and efficiency of 
5ear and its use. Were it possible to have obtained a more refined !!leasure of 
the true fishing intensity, a greater decline in catch per unit of fishing intensity 
more like that predicted from Table Z and Figure 3, would have been expected. 

Our present information suggests that there are a few :major grounds in 
';he northern subareas where fishing has not yet been atte!!lpted. Since a numbe 
of these fisheries !!lay be approaching their maximum yield per recruit, furthel 
increases in fishing activity would be expected to lead to drops in the catch per 
unit fishing activity which are !!lore nearly proportional to the increase of 
activity. 

In !!lost of these fisheries it appears that feasible changes in mesh size 
while helping to keep up total yield, cannot do much to offset the expected shaT] 
downward trend in catch per unit effort if fishing activity continues to increase. 
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:hes of cod and haddock have been relatively constant. Yet other species are 

wn to occur in the area, some of small size; they are not exploited and their 
ndance is unknown. Whether yield in these southern subareas continues to in
ale with increasing effort will depend on the flexibility of marketing. process
and fishing technology for new species. and the continued productivity of the 
ently developed fisheries. At the present there 101 no reason to suppose that 
h developments will not continue for these areas, and overall downward trends 
rield per unit effort in the near future are, to this extent, not likely to be as 
rp as in those fisheries whicr. continue to exploit the same stocks. 

Even in the northern area!! organisms of the moderate sizes necessary as 
f for the larger cod and halibut must be abundant. Among these organisms 
wns and small fish might be directly exploited by modification of existing 
:hing and handling techniques. The immediate need for. and feasibility of such 
elopments depends much on economic considerations. a subject for which data 
not now collected or studied by the Commission's scientists. 

In the light of these conclusions the Subcommittee 

recommends (42) 

that the detection of the existence of unexplOited stoch 

and species,and measurement of their abundance, be pur
sued as a matter of great impor,tance in order better' to 
assess the potential productivity of the whole ICNAF area. 
In addition to direct fishing surveys, the distribution and 
relative abundance of fish eggs and larvae and the food 
contents of fish stotnachs deserve special study. 

With the continued expansion of ICNAF fisheries, there are certain to be 
or changes in the variety and balance of species taken. This is bound to 
Clge the relative abundance of particular species, and so to tnodify the original 
Lnce of the natural species cotntnunity. In the long run this may affect the 
raIl productivity in the area,. 

Two classes of effect may be anticipated following a major disturbance of 
cotnmunity balance, which have been little studied in the ICNAF area. The 
t of these concerns effects of population density on recruittnent, growth and 
urity. With the pos sible exception of anotnalie s in the growth of rod ir; Sub
uland 4 which deserve continued study, there is as yet no evidence that such 
cts are of major importance in the ICNAF area. 

The second effect concerns interactions between species which may alter 
I' relative abundance and hence their overall productivity. Understanding of 
problem requires knowledge at least of the spedes associations and food

+- + 
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Future Work of the Group 

5. 1 Mesh Allenments 

5. 1. 1 Predicting the combined effects on mesh auessment of increa· 
sed fishing activity and shifts of preference towards smaller nsh is a 
matter which calls for a reappraisal of existing techniques of aueu
ment. Thilll will call for additional research by individual members of 
the Assessment Subcommittee. 

5. 1. 2 There is still a lack of information about mesh selection in pu 
ticular areas and for particular gears, especially in Subarea 2 and for 
large stern trawlers. The Subcommittee 

recommends (43) 

that the collection of data on length, girth and condition 
factor be continued, especially in the northern subareas 
so as to establish the extent to which selectivity varies i 
space and time. 

5.1.3 It is also essential, for purposes of mesh assessments, to hav 
up-to -date information on actual mesh sizes and gear in use in the COL 
vention Area. The Subcommittee therefore endorses Recommendation 
(28) of the Gear and Selectivity Subcommittee concerning new means fe 
the routine collection of information on mesh sizes, made necessary b 
the changes in requirements for reporting by countries of infractions t 
the ICNAF regulations. 

5.2 Catch/effort assessments 

There is a continuing need for analysis and interpretation of statistical 
data properly to advise the Commission on trends in stocks and fisheries an 
to establish as accurately as possible their present state in relation to their 
maximum productivity. The kind of catch/effort assessments attempted thi. 
year depend on estimates of growth and mortality. some of which are likely 
to be revised as fisheries develop. sampling increases, and its representa
tiveness of the stocks is improved. Detailed studies of catch per unit fishin 
intensity and their interpretation as measures of abundance and mortality of 
particular stocks are also required. 

5. 3 The Assessment Subcommittee notes that knowledge of the general pro 
ductivity of marine communities is becoming of more critical importance in 
the ICNAF area as fishing intensifies and spreads its effects on different co: 
ponents of the fish communities and their food chains. Research on marine 

t 
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The Subcommittee notes that FAO is setting up a working group to con
sider the feasibility of encouraging such studies by holding a scientific sym-· 
pOllium on the productivity of marine communities. The Subcommittee 
commends this step and accordingly 

recommends (44)** 

that ICNAF express formally its interest to FAO in the 
promotion of studies on the fish and fish-food aspects of 
production chains in marine communities, and offer to 
cooperate in co-sponsoring a symposium if required. 

5.4 Research in the broad field of fishery assessment depends heavily on 
the initiative of individual scientists. However, proper scientific discussion 
and evaluation of results must be undertaken by the Assessment Subcommit

tee in order to give the best advice to the Commission. It is not possible to 
do this adequately in the short period directly before the Annual Meeting of 
the Commission. To fulfill its responsibility, the Subcommittee believes that 
mid-year meetings, such as those held in 1960 and 1961 when preparing the 
1961 Mesh Assessment Report, are necessary. It might well be appropriate 
to hold such meetings contiguously with ICES; this would enable the members 
of the Subcommittee to have the benefit of the experience of and contact with 
ICES workers not normally attending ICNAF meetings but who are engaged in 
research on fundamentally the same kinds of fish and problems. Reports 
from such meetings would be communicated well in advance to the annual 
meetings of the Research &: Statistics COlTIlTIittee. Such additionallTIeetings 
of the Assessment SuhcomlTIittee, the first of which lTIight well take place in 
1965, would need to be held at fairly regular intervals, though not neces
sarily annually. 
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TABLE! - LANDINGS (OOO'S IONSI. FISHING ACTIVIIY !FISHING D&YS) 

AND CATCH PER FISHING CAY IN SUB-AREAS I. g t ] •• 1957.196' 

(LANcINGS eXCLUOE SHELLFISH) 

sue. 
ARltA SP!CIES 19,51 	 i 1958 19S9 1960 1961 1962 1963 

I 
Coo 269.0 318.e 233·,5 242.e J4,5.4 45°.7 ,el.7 

HADDOCK 0.2 · . • 0.7 0.1 
28,1 ~~.2 · R£DFISH 1709 ,2·5 ".4 60.4 4,.0 

LANO INBS HAL 18\11' 1.2 I., O. I 0·9 0.8 0.8 0.6 
FLOI.I<D£RS 0.7 I. I 104 • 1,4 ,.0· 

! !r~A~p.1 304. I 345.0 273.0 294·7 414.4 I 526.4 455·,5i 

CATCH PER OAY (TONS) 17 12 9 II I, ! .· 
loSTIMATED fiSHING 

17,800 22,600 ,0,200 26,,00 'MOO tDA~~T~~~NGI , 	 · 
Coo ,2. I 40.2 60.0 188.2 265·0 255·2 215.7i , HADOOCK - , . 	 . c. I O. I· ReDFlsH .. 77.6 ;2.8 62·9 2,5.6 i 7·7 6.1 

I LANDINGS I HALIBUT I -
I 
i · 

· 
0.1 0.4 , 0.2 

< 
o ' .. 

FLOUNDERS ! - - - I" 1.1 I C..4 0.4, I 	 II2 TOTAL I ,2.,5 119·0 114.0 279·6 296.7 265·9 22,.1i !ALl SP.) 1 i 	 ,, 
IICATCH PER DAY !TONS) I 29 22 I 28 20 1 21 	 I 

!: ESTIMATeo FISHING ! i I 	 i
i ACTIVITY 1,100 , ,5,,500 ; 4,100 1),900 I 14,700 - 
; (DAYS FISHINGl ! I i , 

! ICOD 446.6 I 292.6 i 42;.) 470.0 I 460.6 '89·0 I 464.0 
HADoocK 66.1 I 44.4 1 ".0 I 

67·1 79·7 '5. 1 I 14.4 
IREDFISH 57·7 ; 1;8·7 , 246.1 I 99·' 69·9 61.) 68.6 

ILANDINJ HALIBUT 2.2 i 2.1 2.4 I 2.8 2.4 1.8 i 1., 
FLOUNDERS 26.) , 24.; 	 2; .. 1 33. 1 30.0 27·2 I ))·7I 	

; 

I 
TOTAL i

i IALL sp.l 6'2:/.0 552,0 76,.6 i 704·3 684.0 ;))., i 589·~iI' 	
! I'CATCH PER DAY (TONS) 18 	 14 16 \I II

[ 	 i ! • 

, IESTIMATED FISHINGI 	 ~ 
ACTIVITY I ,4,,500 , ,6,,00 48,900 I 6),400 64,JOO - i i I (~AVS FI SHIN") I 

I 	 I i 
COD I , 749·9 ,, 65 1.6 7 18.6 ! 9CI·5 1071.0 1094.g I !061.4 

HADDocK , 68., 44.4 35·0 67· I 80»4- )5.1 14.6,: 	 : : 1I RfDFISH ; 85·6 ! 254.2 3JI.4 226.4 169·9 I '29·4 120·7 
L"NOINGS HALIBUT ,.4 J.4 ! 2,6 4.1 3·4 I 2.6 i 2. II FLOUNDERS 27·0 25·6 ! 26,,5 ! 

, 
J6.6 32·5 i 27.6 ! , )7.1 

1,2 
TOTAL ,~3 	 96,.6 1016.0 1150.6 1276.6 1)95·1 I 1)2;.6 1267.9(ALL sP.) : 

ESTIMATED FISHING 
ACTIVITY ;),500 66,400 8,,200 , 10,,600 III ,goo - , 

(DAYS F!S~ING) I I I 	 .----'-~ 
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TABLE 1 {'!!JIll.! - lANl11!§S (OOOfS TONS!. FISHI" ACIIVIU IFls!!l!ll)\~1 

AN[) CAlCH PER flSHINi P'y IN SU8:A8W ! AND , - 1957,196, 

(l.ANDINIS E'xCUJOE SHELLFISH AND I_ORE HERRIN') 

~:~ SPlCI!a 19.s7 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 196, 

COD 187·8 21',~ 218·5 212.0 218.82''''HADDOCK 47.7 48.9 5,·4 46., 46·9 1.0 
RUPIaH 54.S 42.' 49·7 41·9"'·9l.ANDINIIS HALIBUT 2.e 2.6 2.; 2·7 2.4 


16., 17·0 19.0 26.1 27·0
- - . - ~~i :~!• 
4 ~ ,68.2 40,.2 395·2 405·' ,87·2 422.6 ",2·9 

CATCH PlR IlAY (TONS) 14 I; 14 I~ I, . -
I'·' 

26,400 27, lOa 27,900 ,1,000 29,800 -IllA;'~;~~:".I 
COD 1,.2 16., 16.4 14.<4- 18.0 26.6 29'lHADDOCK "'.7 44.7 40·7 4;.8 ;1·9 ;9·1 ;9. 

REDFISH lB.; 16.0 I~.; " .4 14.1 14.1 1;.7 
LANDINGS HALIBUT - 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

FLOIJIIDENS 2'.2 2;.7 24.S ,s.4 
SILVER HAKE 57.0 4S.2 49·S 4 .7 - - -

2l·1 

- ~:! I~:: I~~:~ . 

5 (r~~A;p.! 'IO.~ 262.~ 27;.6 220.8 22S.8 4~1.1 479·4 

CATCH PER DAY I'I1lNS) 8 7 7 7 9 - 
I'" :~~~~tSH1NG ,8,400 %,800 40,200 ,2,SOO ",100 - 

(PAYS Sill NGI 

COD 201.0 229.6 229·9 2,2·9 230.0 24,.<4- 242.0 
HADDOCK 102.4 9,·6 94• 1 92.1 98.8 10,.1 110.6 
REDFISH 73·3 70·9 57·8 61.1 56.0 5703 

LANDINGS HALIBUT 2.8 2·7 2.6 2.8 2.4 
HOUNDERS 39·) 42·7 44.4 '3·2 

SILVER HAKE 57·0 46.2 49·8 46·7 
, "" - - - l~~i li~:~ 2ii~11 ~7.i 

(~~A~p.) 678··7 665·7 670.S 626., 61,.2 873·7 1020.7 
<.":""'ou FISHING 

64,800 63,900 68,100 6,,800 : 62,900 - !DAYS FISHiNG] 

LANDINGS FRCiM SUS-ARfA 5 ONLY* 
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800 SUB-ARJ~A 	 IIUB-AREA no 

/ 

'640 
lQ. ,0
8 
~20 .. 
~'100 
11 
.!\ 

1957 '59 '61 '63 
210 

200 

190 

180 
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t 

'" ~160 
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110 

Landings 
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Aotivity 
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,I 
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i
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,I 
,/ 
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Subarees 4- an,l 5 combined 
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should the layout of any other form deviate in essential 
respects from that of the ICNAF or STANA forms. 

3. Common and Scientific Names of Fishes 

The Subcommittee reviewed the List of Common and Scientific Names of 
Fishes a8 they would now appear in the Statiltical Bulletin (Document No.12). 
the light of comment. and paper. presented at the meeting. an ad hoc group of 
Ore. Krefft. Martin, Templeman and the Secretariat was aSkedto7eview this 
list. Their revisions are presented in Annex 1 to this Report. A review of 
species names of the Invertebrates will be made by Dr. Medcof of Canada durinl 
the ensuing year and reported to the Secretariat. 

4. Fishing Effort Statistics 

The Subcommittee 

recommends (46) 

that annual data on number of trips, vessels and days ab 
sent continue to be collected on ICNAF Statistical Form 
presented annually in summary form as a meeting docu
ment, and published every third year in the List of Vess 

5. Redfish Statistic s by Depth Zones 

Three documents (France (St. Pierre & Miquelon), Poland, U. S. A.J con
tained data on catch and effort by depth zone. Three other documents (Poland, 
U. S. A. , U. S. S. R. ) dealt with the associations of length and catch with depth. 
While not conclusive, there was some indication of changes with depth in length 
and sex composition. 

It was pointed out that data will have to be accumulated for some years i 
order that the relationships may be examined in relation to fishery changes. A, 
cordingly the Subcommittee 

recommends (47) 

that the collection of redfish statistics of catch and effOI 
by depth zones, associated wherever pOSSible with lengt 
composition, be continued and that their usefulness be 
reviewed again next year. 

Mr. Gulland (UK) agreed to examine the available data and supply the Su 
committee next year with an assessment of the results which might be expected 



Discards and Industrial Fish 

It was generally agreed that the ICNAF Statistics Form 4 (Discards and 
,ustrial Fish) needed to be simplified and decided that data on discards and in
.trial fish could be better reported on separate forms. 

(a) Discards - The outline of a simplified form for discards was devised and 
a provisional layout is shown in Annex 2 to this Report. This lists the discards 
and sampled landings by division and quarter with an annual summary. A de
scription of the method us ed for obtaining these data (e. g. observation at sea. 
interview at dockside. logbooks. etc.) is entered on the bottom of each 'form. 
The ICNAF Statistician and the Statistical Chairman shall prepar e a final ver
sion of this form. 

(b) Industrial catches - The Subcommittee distinguished two types of indus
trial fish catch: 

(i) that from vessels engaged primarily in catching fish for reduction. 
The amounts of this catch should be reported as round fresh weights on 
the regular statistical forms with species composition insofar as possible. 
The category "main species sought" should be stated as "Industrial". with 
a species name in parentheses if a single species is concerned. 

(ii) 	 that for veuels which are primarily engaged in food-fish production 
but which reduce for industrial purposes species and sizes of fish un
desirable for food, this by-catch-for-reduction should be reported on a 
form similar to that for discards. A final ver sion of this form will also 
be prepared by the ICNAF Statistician and the Chairman of Statistics but 
its layout will be similar to that shown in Annex 2. It should be noted 
here that the offal from the processed food-fish catch which is also often 
reduced on board vessels for industrial purposes. should be converted to 
"round fresh" weight and included with the statistics of food-fish catch. 

The Subcommittee therefore 

recommends (48) 

that the forms and procedures for reporting discards and 
industrial catches as specified in paras. 6(a) and 6(b) 
above be tried out in 1964 and the results reviewed at 
next year's meeting. 

,ampling for Discards 

The Sampling Subcommittee reported that it could not yet provide any spe
advice on sampling procedures which might be useful in connection with es
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8. Coordination with ICES 

(a) The Subcommittee acknowledged with thanks the 1963 Report of the 
ICES Statistical Committee and took note of the following Recommendatio 
BO) and B(7) of that Committee. viz.: 

"B(l) That (i) in view of the need for continued clolle co-operation be
tween ICES. ICNAF and FAO in the fishery statistics 
field. the Council should continue to maintain its active 
support for and participation in the work of the Continuo 
ing Working Party on Fisheries Statistics in the North 
Atlantic area, 

(ii) 	 the activities of the Working Party should not be confin~ 
to the area north of 36'00 'N latitude. but should embra( 
the whole of the ICES and ICNAF statistical areas, 

(iii) 	 in accordance with a decision reached at the last Annua: 
Meeting of ICNAF, the Council should be represented a 
future meetings of the Continuing Working Party by a 
member of its Statistical office and the Chairman of the 
Statistical Committee. the costs of their participation 
being borne from the Council funds, 

(iv) 	 these proposals be brought to the attention of ICNAF 
and FAO. II 

"B(7) 	 That, in order to promote closer contact and collaboration betwe. 
ICES and ICNAF in the statistics field, the Council request ICNAl 
to supply the reports of its Statistical Subcommittee as working 
documents for the meetings of the Statistical Committee. In retu 
the Council should offer to supply the reports of the Statistical Co 
mittee to ICNAF. II 

The Subcommittee expressed its appreciation of the response of the ICE~ 
Statistical Committee and agreed that the question of the southern part of the 
ICES Statistical Area did not create any difficulties insofar as ICNAF participat 
in CWP is concerned, and it accordingly 

~mmends (49) 

(a) that ICNAF should proceed with plans to be represe; 
ted at the 1965 meeting of CWP in accordance with reco· 
mendation (59)0£ I 963 Redbook. 
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It was further noted that ICES agreed to obtain its catch statistics for West 
eenland (ICNAF Subarea 1) from the ICNAF Secretariat, and would in this case 
t need to require its member countries to report such data to them. The ICNAF 
cretariat had, in fact, supplied such data for 1963. 

Geographical Grid Systems 

The Subcommittee reviewed Documents No.1 0 and 91 on geographical grid 
Items and noted that FAO is circulating a draft report on World Grid Systems 
)CUment No. 91) for comment. It was agreed that statistical reporting by geo
<phic areas smaller than divisions cannot be advised for the foreseeable future. 
Imaller reporting units are desired, e. g. for reporting tag returns, the Sub
nmittee suggested that coordinates of latitude and longitude be used. 

Main Species Sought 

It was agreed that the Secretariat should be asked to clarify the definition 
'main species sought" for statistical reporting with all member countries. 

Report from ICNAF Statistician 

The Subcommittee noted that the Secretariat had completed on time, and 

iood order, all its statistical assignments for the year, and was commended 

this fine performance. 
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Annex J 

Statistical Subcommittee 

Annex 1. List of changes in species names in Document No.12 

7. Clupea harengus L. 
8. Bay Anchovy Anchoa mitchilli (Val. ) 

12. Salmo .alar L. 
13 • T rou ts(C'i;:;;:rs) 
14. Osmerus mordax (Mitch. ) 
16. Scomber scombrus L. 
17. (a) Bluefin Tuna Thunnus thynnUS (L~ ) 

(b) Albacore "alalunga (Bonn. ) 
(c) Bigeye Tuna II obesus (Lowe) 
(d) Yellowfin Tuna 11 albacares (Bonn. ) 
(e) Skipjack Euthynnus (Ka.tsuwonus) pelamys (L.) 

19. Xiphia.s gla.dtus L. 
23. Roccus saxatilis (Walb.) 
26. Stenotomus chrysops (L. ) 
27. Squeteague Cynoscion regalia (Schn. ) 
28. Menticirrhus saxatilis (Schn.) 
31. Sphoeroides maculatus (Schn.) 
33. CyclopteruB lumpus L. 
35. Lopholatilus chamaeleonticeps G. et B. 
37. Atlantic Saury (Billfish) Scomberesox ~aurus (Walb.) 
38. Macrozoarces americanus (Schn. ) 
39. Gadus morhua L. 
47. Brosme brosme (Asc.) 
56. Lophius americanus Val. 
66. Aequipecten irradiens Lamarck 
67. Conchs 
71. Prawn (shrimp) 
74. Seaweeds 
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Annex 2. Proposed form for reporting industrial and discard fish 

'--'VT.:ESSEL TONNAGE ~ COUNTRY --- --·-yEAtl-------.S'"p£;cC~:I"E:;:S------------

TYPe CLASS 

FIRST QUARTER SECOND QUARTER " IHIRD QuARTER rOURTll QUARTER IOTAL FOR YEAR 
OIVI~ JANo..MARCIt APRll~JUNE. JuLVaSEPT. OCT...oEC. 
slONS AMOUNT OF , AMOUNT OF Ami.lIn OF AMoUNT Of AMoUNT OF 

/\.MOUNT Of LANDINGS AMOUNT OF LANDINGS AMoUNT OF lANDINGS AMoIJNT OF LANDINGS AMoUNT OF lAHDlNGS 
I-__f-~D"".?CARD SAMPLES DISCARD SAMPLED DISCARD <......~ DISCARD <...D'.. olSCARD SAMPlED 

<Xl 
N 

METHOD USEO (E.G. OoSERYATION AT SEA; INTERViEW AT DOCKSIDE; lOGBOOKS. ETC.) : 


.- - ... - .... - ..._.- - .... - .... _ ..._._.__ ... _ ....- .... _._.- .... 



Rec.l 
 Publication of Environmental Symposium ........•...... , 14 

Rec.2 
 Publication of NORWESTLANT Survey................... 15 

Rec.3 
 Negotiation with American Geographical Society ......•... 


concerning publication of NORWESTLANT data ......•.. , 15 

Rec.4 
 Format of National Research Reports ..••.•.••.••.... " . 20 

Rec.S 
 Publication of National Research Reports. . . . • • • • . . • . . • . . 20 


Ree.9 
 Arrangements for 1965 Annual Meeting. . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . .. 22 

J 

Rece.6&7 

Ree.8 


Atlantic Tuna Organisation . .... ~ .. ,. , . , , ... ~ . j 20,
•••••••• ~ 

ICES Liaison Committee Reports. . . . • . . . • • • . . • . . • . • . . • . 21 
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SECTION IV 

SUMMAR Y LIST OF RECOMMENDA TIONS 


FROM SECTION II 


FROM SECTION !II 


~ring (App. I) 

Ree. \0 
 Methods of collecting and recording of herring data .. , • . .. 24 
. . • . . . . . 24Re(' U 
 Changes in length and weight of herring on storage

R~c.12 
 Research on degree of mixing of North Atlantic tuna. . . . . . 26 
Rec.13 
 Requirements of data on Georges Bank herring., ....•. ... 28 

.. 29 

Tagging lApp. II) 


........ . 31 


Rec.14 
 Identity of herring stocks in Gulf of Maine. . . . • . . • . . . . . 

Rec.lS 
 Summary card system for reporting tag releases 

Ageing Techniques lApp. IU) 

Ree. 17 
 Cod otolith photographic exchange system......•....... ,. 3 

.. . . . .. . . . . . .. 3
Recs.18&19 
 Validation of otolith age-reading. . . . . . . . . . 

Sampling lApp. IV) 

Rec.20 
 Repqrting of age and length data for Sampling Yearbook. .. 3 

. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . 3
Ree.21 
 Age-length keys for 196\ and 1962

Rec.22 
 .C'lrouping of length composition data for Sampling Year

Rec.23 
 Co-operation with ICES in pOIISible Sampling meeting.. ... 16 

.. ~ ... " ....... ~ .... t ~ ••••••••••••••
Ree.24 
 Estimating discards 

Rec.16 Adoption of standard otolith terminology for halibut 

and r edfish . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 


book....•....•.•....•.••.•....• ~~ .. ~ •.• ,.• : .....•..•.• 3 


Gear and Selectiv!.!y lApp. V) 
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lar and Selectivity (App. V) (cont'd) PAGE 

~c. 27 	 Redfish meshing.. ....... ,. . ~ .... ~ .... ,. .,. .,. ........ , . . . 42 

lc.28 	 Need for data on mesh size and net materials in commer· 

cia! fisheries .. ~"""""""""" + ••••••• +........... 42 

lc.29 	 Reporting of new developments in fishing gear .•........ 42 

!c.30 	 Requests for further information on selectivity of 

chafer eq. cod-ends . .. ,. .. ,. ,. .......... ,. ... ,. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . 43 
lc.31 	 Prenntation of selectivity data to show variability 44 

,vironmental Studies (App. VI) 

!c.32 Thanks to FAO for hospitality in Rome; Jan, ,1964 .•• ,.. 13,46 
!cs.33-36 Recommended lines of research arising from the 

Environmen tal 	Sympo sium...... ......... " . I 47 t 48
..... , •• , • • • ... 

c.37 	 Importance of community studies and trophic levelal 
including reference to FAO's intereet .. ,.............. 48 

c.38 	 Recommendation. concerning proce uing of 
NORWESTLANT material. « ......... , ..... , •••••••• f. • 49
I 

c.39 	 Future environmental surveys. . , f 49•••••• , ••••••• , • , •• 1 • 

0.40 	 Publishing of reports on sea-bed drifter .. ,. • •• • •• •• • •• • 50 
:.41 	 Co-ordinating meeting for preparation ot final 

NORWESTLANT Report ...•••.•.•..•.••.••••. , . , . , • •. 15,57 

sessments (App. VII) 

~. 42 Detection of unexp10ited stocks in ICNAF area. • • . • . • . • . 68 
:.43 Collection of length, girth and condition factor data. 

(see also Rec. 26) ~ ......... " ... , ......... ",."."O' ••••• ".".. 69 
. 44 Expression of interest to FAO on community studi•• 

(see also Rec.37) •...•.•.•.••.•• ,~ .•.•..• ·.•..•.•• k ••• 13,70 

lstics (App. VIII) 

.45 Submission of stathtics on forms other than t~1I 
prescribed forms . + ......................... , .... , , ...... . 76 

.46 Publication of annual data on trips, vessels and 
daye absent . ............... , ......................... , ... fI 77 

. 47 Collection Of redf{sh statistics and'lengtb: compQld.tion .. . 
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.48 Simplified forms for reporting of discards .•..•....•... 78 
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